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lush week
continues
it BGSU
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

Students interested in
oining the University's
:reek system can learn
aore about the different
hapters this week as the
iinual spring rush carries

o.

The different sororities
aid fraternities at the Uniersity will be having rush
larties this week, and any
nterested students can atend.
Fred Hauer, Interfraterlity Council president, said
my men interested in findng out more about the
'raternitles can visit the
louses Tuesday night from
':30 to 9:30 p.m.
Catherine Klepach, Panlellenic Council vice presiient for rush, said the sororities will be having rush
parties Monday through
rhursday.
Half of the sororities had
parties Monday night and
will have their second party
Wednesday night. The
other half have their parties tonight and Thursday.
All of the parties will be at
the sorority houses from 8
to 8:45 p.m. and 9 to 9:45
p.m.
Panhel President Kelly
Hepke said the parties are a
good experience to learn
more about the greek
system.
'This is a good thing to
look into to be aware of
what is going on," she said.
"Even if you don't Join, you
can meet new people."
Hauer agreed that the
greek system has a lot to
offer to interested students.
"Each chapter offers
many opportunities for
perspective members, including leadership, athletics, community service,
and, most importantly, each
chapter promotes academic
excellence," he said. "Additionally, the fraternities
offer friendships that carry
through the rest of your
life."
Klepach also said the stulents can have leadership
opportunities within the
jreek system and can keep
nformed of what is going
KI around campus. She also
-.aid it Is a good support
ystem.

Early Monday, a
4.8-magnitude earthquak t
struck the area, causing
further panic.
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;enter
worker reports
rape of student
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Quote of
the day
"One guy was
just sitting on
his couch. He
never had a
chance."
--James Dean,
firefighter

Lee Buse
The BC News

J.k» H«ytWTW AmctaMd Prrii

Dallas Cowboys' Emmitt Smith greets fans along side Minnie Moose Monday at Disneyland la
Anaheim, Calif., a day after his team beat the Pittsburgh Steelers In the Super Bowl.

According to the University
police, at about 3 p.m. Jan. 24, an
employee of the Student Health
Center reported the rape of a
University student.
The suspect was an acquaintance of the victim, and the alleged rape took place in the room
of the suspect.
The police department said it Is

N-/

thankful for the victim's willingness to talk to them.
"We're really appreciative that
she came forward and was willing to talk to us; most people are
scared to talk about It," said Barb
Waddell, public information director for the campus police.
The suspect has been identified and has been contacted by
the campus police department.
The case is still under Investigation at this time.

v

Colored Ink

Classifieds

page twelve

The IKi News

continued from p. 11

RUSH PHI KAPPA P8I
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI

Professional Business Fraternity
Delta Sioma PI
Wwrnatifxi Night
Monday, Jan.»
Ute Science. Room 112

SPRING BREAK '«* Cancun from M29. Jamaica Irom 1468. Florida from $108. Guaranteed lowest prices! Organize a group ol 1S
and go Ires I Call 800 648 4840 lor more into.
Orvoampus contact: Jm 352 8641.

MOPU
PRSSA PR3SA PRSSA

'

Interested In Public Relallone?
Come to our eemeeler'e Informational
meeting. Hon. Jin. 29 7:00pm
Rm 100 BAWavr III discuss
plans lor this ssmsslsr.
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
Sig Kap Sig Kap Sig Kap Sig Kap
The asters of Sigma Kappa are proud » announce the angagamant of Ranaa Sehaaka to
Matt Michalak. We vashyou the oastolluckll
CongralulatOnall
Sig Kap Slg Kap Slg Kap Sig Kap
RUSH PHI SK3
BftOTHERHOOO AT ITS BE ST
Monday 7 30pm
ProulHall

Spnng Break Panama City Beach Florida from
«99 par person par weak. Tkl Beach Bar.
Huge Beachside hot tub. Free Information
1-800-*SM826
Spring Break One Slop ShoppingMI
Al damnations, most tour companies ares ol
searching every bulletin board? Save lime!"
CallJm 352-6641 lodayll
SPRING BREAK 'M With only 1 weak la
llve-OONT BLOW mi BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florlde A
Padra $109. Bahamaa $3$$. Jamalca/Cancun I3M. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSpteeh Tours 1 ■800-4asV7T10.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: Groups «*
esled in applying lor ACGFA Funding lor tie
1996-97 academic year are required to attend
a workshop on Thursday. February 1, 1996 in
the Ohio Suite ol tie University Union. Thai
workshop will be ottered al 900 am., noon,
and 700 p.m. Please can the Office ol Student
Life to let us know which season you would like
ID attend al 372-2143. Also bring your ACGFA
packet lo the workshop
Think ahead to Spnng Breakl
Buy your tanning package now & saveil
Save $5,001 Campus Tanning 352 7869

Rush Phi Slg

USG'USG'USG'USG

RUSH PHI SIG
Voted Bast In BG
Tuesday 730
Phi Slg House
RUSH PHI SIG
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
H you are graduating In May or August call The
KEY yearbook office at 372 8068 now ID
schedule your smog. 16 lea can be charged
aVough the bursar.

USG CABINET POSITION AVAILABLE!
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR
'Promote open communication between tie
students, faculty, and administration.
•Promoie significant student input in al academic issues
Applications avaaable In
404 Student Services
Deadline: Jan. 26 at 5:00 p.m.
GET INVOLVED

USG'USG'USG'USG
USO CABINET POSITION AVAILABLE!
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS COORDINATOR
■Facilitate better relations between al campus
groups.
'Address the needs ol groups/persons who
leal misrepresented or alienated
■Develop and provide recommendations to lurthar actions lo the legislative body
Applications available In 404 Student Ser-

Want to get your picture in the YEARBOOK?
Need some free food?
Come to the HSA General Meeting

GET INVOLVED!
THIS SUMMER!!!

Lai us know!
Apply as an Al -Large Senator
Application available in
404 Student Services
Deadline is Jan. 28 al 5.00 p m.
Any 's call 2 8116
You can make a difterencal
USG'USG'USG'USG

RESUME BUILDER
EARN $7,000-9,000
POSSIBLE INTERNSHIP
OR CO-OP
UANAOEUENTPOSITIONS ARE
AVAILABLE*
CLEVENOL AND, AKRON
YOUNGSTOWN A TOLEDO
LAST SUMMER OVER 000
COLLEGE t UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS RAN THEIR OWN
BUSINESS WITH US GAINING
EXCEPTIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
IN RECRUITING » INTERVIEWING.
MARKETING a SALES,
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT.
EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT,
PROFITABILITY ANAL YSIS AND
MOREIII
TO GET MORE INFORMA DON
ABOUT OUR MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM PLEASE CALL

1-800-543-3792
TASPINTERNA TIONAL

SAFETY AWARENESS
WEEK TIP OF THE DAY
• Always lock your doors a
thief only needs a minute
• Did you know... 500
Personal warning
Devices have been purchased
and are available at the
Residence Hail maindesks,
the Off - Campus Student
Center, Graduate Student
Senate and Public Safety.
Sponsored by SHARP

Mon , Jan. 29 9PM

WANTED 100 STUDENTS!
Lose up to 30 lbs. ♦. 30 Day Guarantee, New
Metabolism Breakthru, Referral Discounts. S30
MC/Vlsa24hr FREEWFOe! 900-661 3202

9

352-1504

Part-Time t9mr. Answer telephones. Flexible
hours/local area No experience necessary.
Call 1 ■609-47«-4290Ext 172 «ltl Id tol.
Position available for parson interested In riding bus to supervise behavior and acavitiea of
persons receiving services form the Wood
County Board of Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities. Part-time permanent.
12-month. 40 hour, biweekly position now
available. 7:00 am 9:00 a.m. and 230
p.m.-430 p.rn. Route starts in Northern Wood
County. Salary t6.50-S7.44/hr based on experience (16 50 hour for first 90 days ol employment) Sick, vacation, personal leave benefits.
High school diploma or equivalent required.Appllcallon deadline la 1/30/96
Application may be obtained at the Wood Lane
School, Entrance B, 11160E. Gypsy Ln. Rd..
Bowing Green, SOOam.-aao p m. EOE
Seasonal employment available as a
Whitewater raft guide in WV. Experience
not reoukeed. Must be 10 years old. be
a non-emoder, and have first aid and CPR.
Contact North American River Runners
PO Box 61, Hico WV 25854
800-950- 2565 EOE
Summer business. Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost, management training. Earn up to $600 per week. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074.
Take the Lead
Become A Campus Tour Guide!
Applications are available in
IIOMcFall Center
Jan.29-Feb 2
If you have any questions cal

Child care needed in our Bowling Green home,
tor twins. Non-smoker, dependable parson
with relerenoas. 1st Aid, CPR Certified Prelerred Call 352-0827

Female Roommate lor May-August S300 plus
electric. Close lo campus. Own room. Call
3545021 ask lor Beth.

Chlldcare needed in our home.
2-3 hrs. - after noons Call 3S2-5724

Female Subleaser needed. Clean, quiet.»
non-smoking. Close to campus.
353-5074. Kerry.

Cleaning person needed tor home A office.
Dependable, trustworthy, A someone who
lakes pnde in their work Must be available between 5:30am • 2:00pm. Starting pay
Se.OOmr. Cal (419) 267-2566.

Graduate Student or Young Professional lo
sublease now until end of July. 2 bedroom apt.
exceaent condition. New In Aug. S475/mo.
353-6223

6406lh St. Apt. J.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2.000wmonth working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel
Seasonal A futl-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
cal 1-206-971 -3S50ext. CS6444.

Subleasers needed tor 2 bedroom.
1 1/2 bath apt. located on 6th street.
Call 354-0316

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774,
Oathe.KS 66051.

Subleasers tor 2 bedroom. 2 bath Apt

Call 354-5159

Extra Income- Pan Dme evenings. MF. Cal
419-.533-6216.

SUMMER COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF ■ GREAT FACILITIESGREAT EXPERIENCE
N.V. S. CO-ED RESIDENT CAMP
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS - 2 HOURS NYC
AND ALBANY
ATHLETIC - BASEBALL • BASKETBALL
TENNIS -ROLLER HOCKEY - SWIMMING
WATERSKUNG - WOOD WORKING - PHOTOGRAPHY
HORSEBACK HIDING - ROPES COURSE
KENNYBROOK
igSouthway
Hartsdale. NY 10530
(914)693-3037
1-6O0-56-CAMP2

Food Operations
Work For Us Anytime!
We oiler tuny paid training, flexible workhours
and work days, work tor a few hours during tie
school day, a tun work atmosphere, a chance
to meet new friends, experience for your resume, merit and longevity salary increases,
tree meal coupons tor students who exceed
performance expectations, and great promotional opportunities.
Apply al Commons, Founders, Harshman.
McDonald. Dining Centers, Galley A DownUnder Snack Bars.
Apply al the Dining Center ol your choice!

HELP WANTED

HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. 145.000 income potential.
Call 1 -aoo-513-4343 Ext. B-9649.
II you are looking lo gain experience In Marketing. Management. Sales, or General Business
cat OTP at 1-600-356-5987. OTP is currently
hiring motivated students to fill positions In
Maumaa. Sylvanls, Psrrysburg, andTelado.
Earn 17,000410,000 wrule gaining a possible
internship. Positions are filed on a first come
first serve basis.

S Cruse Ships Hmngi Students Needed! Hi •
Five Travel (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaill)
Seasonal/Permanent, No Exper. Necessary.
Ode. 919-929-43118 ext. CQ173.
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For IntoCH 301-306-1207.

3729866.
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positions available every month. Bachelor degree required. $18,000-24.000/y r Accom., airfare A benefits. Send resume, copy of diploma
A copy of passport to. Bok J Corp. Chun Bang
Bldg., 154-13 Samsung Dong, Kangnam Gu.
Seoul, Korea TEL: 011-S22-S5S-S627 FAX:
011-622-552-4329.
The Key Yearbook is looking lor reliable photographers. Applicants must have their own
camera and be able to work flexible hours. Cal
TODD or ANN at 3724086 tor more Intormai*i"
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-4S/hr. teaching basic conversational English In Japan, Taiwan, or S Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call: (208) 971-3570
ext.JS5443.

Office Cleaning evenings
12-1S hr». par week. Own transportation
required. Call 352 5822
Our firm is looking lor individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6.000410.000 per summer. Positions available throughout OH. Ml, IN,
including Cleveland. Columbus, Youngstown,
Cincinnati, and more. 600487-1960

'95 Gary Fisher Rangitoto w/Trek Shock EL.
Many new parts; includes helmet, shorts, jersey A gloves, $500. 2 MTX 10" subwoofers,
MTX 10" Bandpass enclosure, 1 mo. old,
$200. Cal 2-1287.

Brand New - NOFX. Therapy.
Guttermouth. The Humpers. and
Twisted Willy on sale, tonight,
midnight. Madhaner Music.
143 E. Wooster. 3S3-3555.

I

coupon
Any Large 1 item
Stuffed Crust Pizza

_

with mozzarella cheese

'LARGE
ISSFW
ONLY

$Q50
Owtth.coupon |
Additional Items $1

London
Parts
Frankfurt

Rome
few m as* aay tea OMiwJ taaajauaaal
■ H.'JVIT.I
l..T.T.'.H-7..i
■'■MlTHTiVHiHiK

ann

m'W*mixvwmimmwrmiwim9mi\mt*9tM

f-800-$«NCMA$*

1

Spring Breakl Panama Cityl 8 Days Room WWi
Kitchen $t 191 Walk To Best Barsi 7 Nights ki
Key West $2591 Cocoa Beach H.lcn (Great
Beaches-Near Disney) $1691 Deytona $1381
hup.//www. a pringb raaktraval.com
t-800-6786386.
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruisel 7 Days
$279! Includes 15 Meals A 6 Free Parties'
Great Beaches/Nighthlei Leaves From Ft.
Lauderdalel
httpy/www.spnngbr eaktravet.com
1 800-6764386

FOR RENT
353-0325' Carry Rentals
Apartments for 96-97 school year
Close to campus 9,12,15 month leases.
Effic. 1 A 2 Ddrm. apis, in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting In May Slave
Smith 352 8917. (nocallsalter 900pm).
Furnished, 2 bdrm apt. Utilities not furnished.
Call 669-3036.
Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW

Call 354 8800
SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMEDIATLEYII
Female. $192/month. Unities included. Own
Room. 352-2706

Management Inc.
353-5800
NewH 'Ne
New
HillsdaJe Apts., 3bdrm
Townhouses very spacious,
full bsmt, 1-1/2 bath. 9-1/2 or
12 mo. lease starts at $850.

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceiling,
9-1/2 or-12 mo. lease. Starts
at $600.

ffll Trove/-,
1-800-2-COUNCIl
cmCwdala

-in. .1, ir-t-

(1409-226*620

Rental Office
Phone
530 S. Maple
352-9378
Leasing for 96 - 97

(oramoiiN

Founders
llarshman
McDonald
Dining Centers
Gaily*
Down Under
Snack Bars

[

FOX Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing

1'iiii IIWIII id Place

Houses

You snooze, you lose!!!

Management Inc.

"When the frOucs so up
rile blessings stats1 come down"
toturdoy. Ft4miy 3, 1896
3:00 p.m. M 6:00 p.m.

Tkkiri

Preferred Properties

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan. 12 mo.
lease starts at $350.

Huge 1 bdnne, 215 E. Poe
Rd. laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at 330/mo +
elec.

KobocaBf Hal!

Fully Paid Training
Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
Work a Few Hours During the School Day
Fun Work Atmosphere
Meet New Friends
Experience for Your Resume
Merit and Longevity Salary Increases
Free Meal Coupons for students Who
Exceed Performance Expectations
e Promotional Opportunities

f:

asm

ex/am aAkat» ears, a Hi a ■«■«.
Oat sate- to attar esrMeak aaaaaaaaa.

CalltndnuloraFREE
S/uriert/rrai/e/sniaijaziiie!

a
a
a
a
a
•
e
•

Your Choice!

$219
$229

AinstBrtani

Anytime!I

Apply at the
Dining Center of

Spring Break Specials Cancun A Jamaica!
111%Lowest Price Guarantee! 7 Nights Air A
Hotel From $4281 Save $100 On FoorVDrinksl
http://www.springbreaktraval.com
1-800-878-6386.

Management Inc.

♦4

WORK For US

I

Sony 5 CO Changer Stereo lor Sale!!
Includes receiver, speakers, dubbing system
Excellent condition A great sound quality
$400 or negotiable. Cal 353 3410

NewNe

19.5" Gary Fisher ml bike worth $1200 new. 1
yr. old. $600 or best otter. Cal for details.
353-2411 Todd

♦«

M. iM»d ^Wperatlons
BGSU Students

I

Smith Corona Word Processor w/14' monaDr
Includes spreasheel and database program.
Asking $250. paid $400.
Call 353 0381.

'66 Plymouth Reliant. Auto, air, cruise, great
condition. $2200. Cal 354.4097.

[a

WE OFFER;

FILTH PK> No, Not You.
Irs the new Ministry, on sale tonight. MkJnlght.
at Mad hatter Music. 353-3555.

FOR SALE

Now Hiring Day Tana Servers
Campus Polleyes 352-9638
Stop m between 2-4 pm

250 Counselors A Instructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mtns.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG,
Kenlwonh, NJ 07033(908) 276-0996

Quality ingredients that
set us above
the rest.
S16E. Wooeser

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products al home.
kilo 1-504-646-1700 0E FT. OH-6255

WANTED

p| Myles
Mylcs' Pizza
300 K. Wooaaar
35+-*660

Alaska Sudani Jobs' Great tt$l Thousands of
Jobs available. Male/Female
Room/BoaroVTranspon often provided. Great
Adventure. Ode. 919-933-0168 axl. A1073.

"ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GETTING INVOLVED? 1995 96 Student Organization Directory Supplements can bo picked up In tie
Office ol Student Lite, Room 405 Student Ser
vices Building while supplies last"

"BEE

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦4>e>a>4>4>e>a>*

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up to $3,00048,000. par month Room A
Board! Transportation! Male/Female No experience necessary! (206)971-3510 axl
A5S442.

234E.Har*hman
Come and enjoy the fun!

USG'USG'USG'USG

How can you Improve BOSU7

ACTTVIJE S DIRECTOR -SUMMER OF 1996
Yogi Bears JeHystone Camp Resort is looking
lor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct activities tor a busy family campmg
resort We are located near Sea World In Aurora. OHO.
-Experience preferred, but not necessary. Male
or Female RecreanorvFducation majors ancoraged to apply.
-Living facilities are available.
• Interviewing will be done at the Resort
Send your resume to:
JeHystone Camp Resort
c/o Andrea Palay Schwartz
651 IMaraol 1222
Mayfiek) Hts . OH 44224

Deadline la Jan. 29 al 5 00 pin.
USG'USG'USG'USG

USG ' USG' USG ' USG
BE YOUR OWN BOSS

Monday, January 29,1996

tor KSU Student,
S3 00 tat Adults

FREE

CWwtn Under Ml admitted PME
Pwthose ot ptcsup tlcUti
« KobacsaW box office

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apartment*,
215 E. Poe Rd., Starts at
$225. All utilities included.
Half the Security Deposit
holds it now.

DovlM J0MS
Yocoo MOfWinayi

AMoon Mmttoon VMCM ot 0SU
ItJoaielthOaPaaaySaTBWalanaalaW
AK-47
MatfasWtr Of CaMfnOflieM:
BtUr DovW Rooatti
Umo.0ta0

Management Inc.
830 Fourth SfcThe Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year, lbdrm, gas heat.
A/C, starting at $330/mo.

DON'T DRINK AND
DRIVE

HOM€ FRLCON WO/VKN'S BRSK6TGRU UU6DN6SDRV 7:30 PM - vs. MIRMI! v*
COM6 <ENT€R TH€ LONG'S CL6RN6RS HRLFTIM6 JRCKPOT FOR R SHOT RT $300!

"■";!M!l.!.;^VHfil'^.a!^'»!i.
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THE KEY
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Former BG Students
• Dr. Jimmy Light- Nationally-Known Transplant Surgeon.
• Eva Marie Saint- Academy Award-Winning Actress.
• Walter Bartlett- President, CEO, and Chairman of Multimedia.
• Tom Walton - Editor-in-Chief of the Toledo Blade.
• Orel Hershiser- Pro Baseball Pitcher (Cleveland Indians), Former
World Series MVP.
• Charlie Williams- Current Member of Super Bowl Champion Dallas
Cowboys.
• Wihna Smith -Cleveland TV Personality.
• Nick Mlleti - Businessman, Former Owner of Cleveland Cavaliers and
Cleveland Indians.
Jason Jackson- Anchor ESPN SportsCenter.

Tim Conway- Comedian (Dorf videos), TV Star (McHale's Navy, The Carol Burnett
Show), Movie Star.

Dr. William Evan- Former Executive Director of the Hubbs-Sca World Institute, and Former
Chairman of the U.S. Marine Mammal Commission.
John Dumiak - Served as Picture Editor, Scriptwriter, and Editor-in-Chief for publications such as
The New York Times. Reader's Diyea. Time inrf Pnrmlar Phnmyraphv
Dr. Arnold Rampersad-Author of Arthur Ajhe Biography, Professor at Princeton University.
Ruth Otte- President of Knowledge Adventure. Inc. .Former President of the Disco very Channel.
Ken Morrow- Former Professional Hockey Player (Won 4 straight Stanley Cups with the New York
Islanders). Member of 1980 Olympic Gold Medal Winning USA Hockey Team.

Bob Hilt- Head Basketball Coach, San Antonio Spurs.

y Bernie Casey- Movie Star (Revenge of the Nerds), Actor, Pro Football Player.

I

CAMPUS LIFE

Romance and the Seal
By Jen Wasson

Do you believe in
love at first sight?
Do you believe that
romance still exists in
this age of cybersex
and e-mail love notes?
Many BGSU students

think that romance is
out there. Several
students shared their
ideas about what
romance is and many
said that they strive
to keep romance alive
in their own personal
relationships.

Many students feel
that romance means
more than flowers and
candlelight. Spanish
education major Beau
Yoshida said,
"Romance is taking the
time to find out
everything about the
person that you love."
Jason Waters, a
senior health care
administration major,
defines romance as a
force that draws two
people in love closer
together. "Romance
gives you a certain
freedom to really be
yourself with the
person you love, even
if it means making a
fool of yourself,"
Waters said.

To order a 1995
or a 1996 KEY
yearbook call
372-8086 or stop
by 28 West Hall.

Students have
created fun ways to
make sure that the
romance in their life
stays there.
"When I have the
time, I like to get
away with my
significant other to
enjoy a secluded place
and each other,"
explained Kate
Swinehart, a senior .
elementary education
major.
Plenty of people said
if s the little things
that count. "Long
walks, slow dancing
and hugs are highly
underrated," said Julie
Chew, a junior public
relations major. Chew
also said that keeping
a relationship private
and special is one way
to create and maintain
romantic feelings.
Students aren't the

only ones who feel
that romance is alive
and well at BGSU. The
university holds some
traditions of its own.
Legend has it that if
two people stand on
the seal and kiss at
midnight, they'll one
day be married. The
legend also says that
if you pass your lover
on the opposite side of
the seal, your romance
is doomed.
No matter how
technologically
advanced and
impersonal our society
may become, we all
have a need to reach
out to another human
being.
Romance has endured
the test of time and
cyberspace.
After all, it's what's
in our hearts, not in
our hard drives, that
counts.

Head Men's Basketball Coach Jim Larranaga is one of
many people spotted on campus reading the 1995 KEY
yearbook. Are you?

CAMPUS LIFE

Did You Know?

The grand opening of the University Union was delayed in 1957
because of a fire that caused $100,000 in damage.

Bowling Green's first graduating class in 1915 was only 35 students.
Construction of the Home Economics Building, now Family and
Consumer Sciences, in 1959 was funded by a State cigarette tax.
Kohl Hall was the first building on campus to be named after a
faculty member, Dayton C. Kohl, Sociology.
When Bowling Green Normal College started in 1914 tuition was
free!

& In 1975 the Poe Ditch Music Festival was held in the football stadium. It attracted over
30,000 people and was never held again.
• Winners of the KEY Yearbook beauty contest (1942-1968) were chosen by such famous people as Henry
Mancini, Jack Paar, Pat Boone, Steve Allen, Jayne Meadows, the Lettermen, and the Cleveland Browns.
• In Fall of 1959 John F. Kennedy, presidential candidate, spoke to the students at BGSU.
• Falcon alumnus Doug Beal, who founded BGSU's men's club volleyball team, coached the 1984 U.S.
Olympic men's volleyball team to a gold medal.
• In 1975 BGSU made the Guinness Book of World Records for having the world's longest conga line as
pan of homecoming festivities.
BGSU student Dave Wottle won BGSU's first Olympic
A

In 1975 a male was elected as BGSU's homecoming
queen bringing national attention to the university.
• The BG - Toledo football game in 1951 ended when a fight broke out between opposing fans. Toledo's
head coach was forced to resign.
• In the mid 70's an airplane made an emergency landing on the third green at Forrest Creason Golf Course.
• BGSU's marching band made its first appearance at the 1923 Homecoming Football Game.
Former University of Michigan football coach Bo Schembechler was a BGSU assistant
coach in 1956.

^ Gold Medal in the 800 meters run at the 1972 Munich
Olympics.
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Free Pizza
LAST CHANCE
For SENIOR PORTRAITS
Starting TODfiV
for only one week, Carl Wolf Studios
will be on campus taking
Senior portraits. Call now to schedule
your sitting. KEY yearbook office 28 West Hall.
Only $6 sitting fee (Bursarable).

Free small pizza to
first 200 students

a

UNIVERSITY UNION
BCWim QUEEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Call:
372-8086

8

THE KEY

ast Chance To Goof O

Senior pictures are now being taken.
Last chance for May anaAugust
graduates to be included
in the 1996 KEY Yearbook.
$6 Sitting Fee can be
charged through Bursar
and first 200 students

CALL
372-8086

get a free $5 pizzaT

Inside the News
Campus • Expert lectures on gold deposits
City • Program offers free eye care

Just say no to pigskin pork.

Sports • Swimmer beat Miami
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The News'
Briefs
NHL Scores
Ottawa
St. Louis

4
2

Florida
Pittsburgh

2
1

NBA Scores
New York
Miami

94
85

Philadelphia
Vancouver

103
92

Charlotte
Cleveland

88
86

Muppets stolen
ERFURT, Germany - Miss Piggy was under
police protection Monday,
after her colleagues Ernie
and Bert were abducted.
Robbers knocked through
a wall and plundered an exhibit of original Muppet
puppets. Miss Piggy was
damaged during the breakin overnight Sunday, and
was in police custody.
"We have not yet determined how extensive the
damage was," said exhibit
organizer Adolf Blaschka.
The trio were among 36 orlglnal Muppets rented for
the exhibit at the Erfurt
Garden Show, 110 miles
northeast of Frankfurt.
The Ernie and Bert pupfets were valued at
126,000. Blaschka said.
Kermit, Big Bird and the
other Jim Henson creations
were not harmed, he said.
Police were investigating.

Volcano spews
ashes in Indonesia
JAKARTA, Indonesia p About 1,000 villagers
were forced to evacuate a
tiny Island In eastern Indonesia when a volcano began to spew thick ashes, the
state news agency reported
Monday.
The Mount Sakura volcano on Sakura island in
central Sulawesi began
sputtering Friday night, Antara reported.
Mount Sakura is in the
Straits of Tomini. about
1,350 miles northeast of Jakarta.
Sakura's residents were
taken four miles to the
island of Togian, Lt. Col.
Marsudhl Hanafi of the
local police told Antara.
He said ashes from the
volcano have blackened sky
around Togian and other
nearby Islands.
Early Monday, a
4.8-magnitude earthquake
struck the area, causing
further panic.
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Five die in fighter jet crash
Dade Hayes
The Associated Press
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - A Navy
F-14 fighter jet, heavy with fuel
for a return trip to California,
crashed in a huge fireball in a
neighborhood Monday, demolishing three houses and killing five
people.
Three of the dead were In a
house that took a direct hit from
the Tomcat, as the F-14 is known.
The others killed were the
plane's two-member crew.
"One guy was just sitting in his
couch He never had a chance.
They were all just sitting where
they were," said firefighter
James Dean.
The fighter had taken off from
Nashville International Airport
on a training mission, returning
to its base at the Mlramar Naval
Air Station near San Diego.
The fireball could be seen for
miles from the wooded, workingclass neighborhood of brick
homes where the crash occurred
under overcast skies.
The fighter jet hit one house,
engulfing homes to either side in
flames and littering the neighborhood with plane parts. Pieces
of an engine sat in in a yard
across the street.
Stasl Stubblefield, who lives a
half-mile from where the plane
crashed, said: "It looked like it
was going directly down...nose
down."
The cause of the crash was not
immediately known. The Pentagon sent a team of investigators.
The crew members did not
eject before the crash. Their
identities were not immediately
released.

Genell Pavelich
The BC News

Jnhn CapctonfTke Auoclated Preil
A firefighter works at the site of the crash of a Navy F-14 fighter jet Jan. 29 In Nashville, Tenn. Mayor
Phil Bredesen said the plane's two crew members were killed, as well as three people found dead in a
house bit by the falling plane.
Elmer Newsom, 66, and his
wife, Ada Newsom, 63, were
killed in their home, police said.
A second man, whose identity
was not immediately released,
also died in the Newsome home.
Kenny Newsom, 37, left work
as soon as he heard about the

crash but said he knew his parents were dead as soon as he saw
their flattened house.
The couple were next-door
neighbors of Joel and Anita Oeschle, who left for work well before the crash and whose house
was destroyed by the fire.

There is a computer lab in
every residence hall complex on
campus, after the opening of the
Prout Hall computer lab Monday
night.
The lab is the ninth to be
opened in the residence hall
complexes, according to Tim
King, coordinator of learning and
information access services.
"We turned a 24-hour quiet
hour area into a computer lab,"
King said.
There are 10 computers and a
consultant's computer in the lab.
King said.
The technology fee established
last year made the expansion
possible, according to King.
"It's technology money at
work," he said. "It took a real

commitment on the part of Prout
residents to give up the study
space."
"It's a great location because it
doesnt disturb the residents, and
it's accessible," said Ed Whipple,
vice president for Student Affairs.
"From a safety and security
standpoint, Prout residents don't
have to walk around outside at
night to get to other labs. And it's
not far for the small group living
areas near Prout," Whipple said.
The location is feasible, according to King.
"We want to have labs in publicly accessible areas rather than
private areas," King said.
Whipple said the lab is just a
start for computers in residence
halls.
"Eventually we want to increase resources in all facili-

See JET, page three.

Number of Computer Labs In
Residence Hall Complexes

■■■■
Fall 1994

■■■■■BBB
Fall 199S

Spring 1996

ties," Whipple said. "We're
taking a step in the right direction. Compared to where we were
a year ago, we didn't have a plan
or direction. And look where we
are today.
"We're looking to get computers for Kreischer, Offenhauer,
MacDonald, Harshman, and
Rodgers. We want to add 158

I'm going to Disneyland

Quote of
the day
"One guy was
just sitting on
his couch. He
never had a
chance."
--lames Dean,
firefighter

"I feel very fortunate that
neither of us was home. We lost
two great neighbors, two great
people. That's where my heart is
now," Joel Oeschle said.
Neva Hammonds said a piece

Prout Hall gets own computer lab
Dawn Keller
The BC News

Rush week
continues
at BGSU

computers next fall. Our ultimate
goal is to have a ratio of 1 computer for every 15 on-campus
residents," Whipple said.
Hours for the Prout lab are 6
p.m. to midnight on Monday
through Wednesday, 2 p.m. to 12
am. Sunday, 6 p.m. to 2 am.
Thursday and 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday.

Health Center
worker reports
rape of student
Lee Buse
The BC News

J.k« HajWTfce AmclMnt Prtu
Dallas Cowboys' Emnltt Smith greets fans along side Minnie Mouse Monday at Disneyland In
Anaheim, Calif., a day after his team beat the Pittsburgh Steelers In the Super Bowl.

Students interested In
joining the University's
greek system can leam
more about the different
chapters this week as the
annual spring rush carries
on.
The different sororities
and fraternities at the University will be having rush
parties this week, and any
interested students can attend.
Fred Hauer, Interfraternlty Council president, said
any men interested in finding out more about the
fraternities can visit the
houses Tuesday night from
7:30to9-.30p.m.
Catherine Klepach, Panhellenic Council vice president for rush, said the sororities will be having rush
parties Monday through
Thursday.
Half of the sororities had
parties Monday night and
will have their second party
Wednesday night. The
other half have their parties tonight and Thursday.
All of the parties will be at
the sorority houses from 8
to 8:45 p.m. and 9 to 9:45
p.m.
Panhel President Kelly
Hepke said the parties are a
good experience to learn
more about the greek
system.
"This is a good thing to
look into to be aware of
what is going on," she said.
"Even if you don't join, you
can meet new people."
Hauer agreed that the
greek system has a lot to
offer to interested students.
"Each chapter offers
many opportunities for
perspective members. Including leadership, athletics, community service,
and, most importantly, each
chapter promotes academic
excellence," he said. "Additionally, the fraternities
offer friendships that carry
through the rest of your
life."
Klepach also said the students can have leadership
opportunities within the
greek system and can keep
informed of what is going
on around campus. She also
said it is a good support
system.

According to the University
police, at about 3 p.m. Jan. 24, an
employee of the Student Health
Center reported the rape of a
University student.
The suspect was an acquaintance of the victim, and the alleged rape took place in the room
of the suspect.
The police department said it is

Colored Ink

thankful for the victim's willingness to talk to them.
"We're really appreciative that
she came forward and was willing to talk to us; most people are
scared to talk about it," said Barb
Waddell, public information director for the campus police.
The suspect has been identified and has been contacted by
the campus police department.
The case is still under investigation at this time.
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Just say "no" to pigskin pork
Gen-Xers ought
to think of future

Men's rights helped
by "great racks"

That's pretty sad, huh? I'm
glad that someone besides myself can see that the Generation
X-ers have done little and
thought about less when It comes
to taking action for what they believe Is right. Their main concern
is what kind of beer to drink, or
when to catch their first buzz.

This letter Is In response to the
opinion espoused by Dan Gaffney in the January 29 edition of
The BG News. As a fellow individual with selective eyesight, I
want to go out on a limb and offer
Mr. Gaffney my heartfelt gratitude. I too noticed the chilly
plight with which Ms. Anlston
was faced on last night's episode
of Friends. However, like most
males, I suffered in silence In the
face of the revelation. It is simply not accepted In today's society for a man to openly converse
about the aesthetic endowments
of our female counterparts. I
have seen many a pitiful individual who is not well versed in
social norms attempt to compliment those around him In an honest manner with the imminent
consequence of being stigmatized as a "pig" or, even worse,
being shunned altogether. I think
that Mr. Gaffney's courage in
admitting his true emotions has
struck a serious blow (let us remember the literal meaning for a
moment, gentlemen) for the side
of men's rights. We still have a
long way to go before we once
again will reach the point where
we can openly tell a female on
the street that she has a great
"rack." I now have hope for the
future of all males, however. I
can once again look forward to a
brighter day.
Kudos to you, Mr. Gaffney.
Steven Wright
Senior Psychology major

I think that this is happening
thanks to a couple of factors.
First of all, the media. They told
us that we were slackers, and
have no direction In life. We believed them. This is because It's
expected that we wont do anything and it's so easy not to. Secondly, It has to do with the generation. In the 1950s most kids and
young adults were into very materialistic things such as muscle
cars and a good paying Job. Then,
in the 60s and 70s, many kids
opened their eyes to spirituality
and individualism which gave
them a different view of life.
So people, please just realize
that your opinions about your life
and everything to do with it, are
yours and there are none better,
only different But realize that
everyone else's opinions should
be heard and listened to also.
Now, next time that you run into
something that you want to agree
or disagree with, do it. Be the future.
RobKinsella
Sociology

Hold on to your butts because
you won't believe this: Republican governor of Ohio, George
Voinovich, is campaigning In
Cincinnati this week for a projected $50 million tax INCREASE
for Ohioans living In Hamilton
county! He believes this money
will be used for what is really
important to Ohio. Will it repair
the damage done to education by
the brutal cuts he spearheaded?
Definitely not Will it go to general assistance? Hell no. Will it
fund the symphonies and art museums of this state which will
soon be struggling to operate
thanks to Inevitable cuts in federal government funding? Piss
on THAT noise!
George wants to build a new
football stadium for the Bengals
and a new baseball stadium for
the Reds. For this purpose he
wants some of his fellow Ohioans
to fork over some green in the treated like a urinal? In earthly
life, athletes are paid more cash
form of a higher sales tax.
than almost anyone else in this
In all fairness, our governor Is world. In death, they are eulonot really the one to blame for gized like saints. Their sex lives
this m»/<n»«« Voinovich is sim- and worldly vices become sourply courting the people with ces of facination for man, woman
power and the people who vote. and child. And worst of all,
Mike Brown has threatened to whenever a basketball or football
move his team elsewhere unless player Is seized with the desire to
Cincinnati builds him a stadium yowl into a microphone, millions
of his own, and Cincinnati busi- of Americans rush to purchase
nesses don't want to lose their the cassette simply to experience
Bengal-gained bucks. But this the "music" of a star athlete.
whole gig really stinks to high
By comparison, teachers and
Heaven, and, now that the Super artists are treated like dirt.
Bowl is a memory, I can vent my Americans flip out at the thought
of levies to increase teachers'
rage.
Why are football, baseball and salaries, but they love the Idea
basketball teams valued so much that Shaq pulls in enough green
In our society when other aspects to finance the operations of a
of American culture are being small nation.

Littlefield

This very topic took me deep
Into the realm of Dittoland last
year. Gather and surmise: My
favorite sack of gas, R Limbaugh
the Third, once proclaimed on his
radio show that, at long last, he
would explain to us numbskulls
why teachers actually deserved
the peanut-sized salaries thrown
to them by society - In contrast
to the riches given to American
athletes. Slingers of the Mighty
Pigskin and Dribblers of the
Sacred Orb were simply more
important. He then stammered
that he would explain this philosophy In detail on "another broadcast." I have forced myself to
listen to his divine swill for
months now, hoping he will return to this theme. So far, I haven't heard any elucidation. But
whenever I'm In my car during
his broadcast I wallow in his
voice like a hog in slop, waiting...
I've been surly over the way
our society values sports vs. the
arts and education for years. The
world of professional sports has
driven me mad with grief. My
problem with the specific issue
of the stadium tax is multifaceted. I hate the idea of big
business taking advantage of
fandom. American football is
hardly hurting, but a lot of things
really are, like education and the
arts. Cant the Bengals get by on
the stadium they have? Public
schools and higher education are
having to get by on less money.
So why does football warrent a
tax increase? Education and the
arts are getting CUT.
My other beef is the snowball
effect that this will probably

have. Generations to come will
probably have even less exposure to good education than we.
currently have, and sports will be
an even bigger deal than they are
now. Is that really what our
world needs more astroturf antics and less ability to generate
knowlege and beauty?
I have nothing against other
people's enjoyment of sports, and
I have often heard that they actually help young people to learn
many skills such as leadership,
teamwork and competitivness.
To millions of Americans they
are simply a lot of fun, and I have
nothing against that. But why
this Insane worship of games?
Sports have long dominated popular culture in America. In many
ways football has become something of a religion, with sports
anchors acting as high priests of
the pigskin. I scream from the
hilltop for an end to this madness.
Education and the arts (with
the exception of movies and popular music) will never be big
business. But they do us a world
of good. They are the things In
need of money, attention and
greater appreciation by our nation's leaders. Sports will do just
fine without tax dollars. I end by
quoting Richard Dreyfuss' character in, "Mr. Holland's Opus."
"The day they cut the football
budget now that will be the end
of Western civilization as we
know it."
Roark Littlefield is Tuesday
columnist for The BG News.
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Pro football doesn't need a levy
When the word began to leak
out that the Browns were moving, the residents of Cleveland
were quick to act. They collected
petition signatures, raised
money, and appealed to city,
state, and federal governments.
Prominent community members
spoke out about the travesty that
was occuring. Politicians hopped
on the bandwagon, and suddenly
the mistake by the lake was a
town on a mission.
Unfortunately, It appears that
Cleveland has been fighting for
the wrong cause.
In March, a federal judge
ordered state authorities to take
over the troubled Cleveland public school system. A study conducted last year concluded that
14 to 25 of the district's 126 buildings should be abandoned. More
than 600 building and fire code
violations In district buildings
are on file at City Hall, some
more than 10 years old. By contrast, Municipal Stadium might
as well be the governor's mansion.
The poverty rate among Cleveland public school students Is a
staggering 70 percent. Officials

are still struggling to comply
with a federal desegregation order that was issued In 1978. The
proficiency test scores of Cleveland students rank in the bottom
10 percent of Ohio school districts. Adding to all of these problems is the fact that the school
system is $144 million In debt.
The civic priorities of Cleveland seem to be best summed up
by a friend of the "evil" Art
Modell, Washington Redskins
owner Wellington Mara:
"In Cleveland, they spent all
the money on a baseball park and
a basketball arena and a rock 'n'
roll museum."
And none on their children.
For more than a decade, voters
have denied requests to raise
property taxes and dedicate the
money to the schools. Since May
of 1994, the voters of Cleveland
have twice defeated requests for
public school operating levies.
Taxes for shiny new stadiums, on
the other hand, have been accepted with open arms.
One must ask the question:
"Why have the residents of
Cleveland focused their attention
on an issue that is. insignificant

compared to the the utter failure
of their public schools?"
There are several reasons for
this, none of which will make
anyone feel especially good
about the human race. For starters, the furor surrounding the
Browns is a simple problem that
Is easily comprehended. Modell
is moving the team to Baltimore.
Possible solutions include preventing this move or squiring
another NFL franchise.
The public school system,
however, has been subject to
years of abuse and neglect.
There are no simple answers or
quick fixes. Not even a large sum
of money or several new buildings can cure the ills of the
Cleveland public schools.
The media Is also to blame. The
Cleveland Plain Dealer would
rather print pictures of outraged
middle class football fans than
the poor, minority students that
typify the Cleveland school
system. Journalists recognize a
good story when they see one,
and football sells more papers
than common, ordinary public
school troubles.
Many Browns fans come from

Cleveland suburbs and could
care less about city schools. For
these fans, inner-city schools
seem as distant as Outer Mongolia
It is true that football is beneficial to some segments of the
community. Local businesses are
helped, civic pride increases, and
charitable contributions are
often made by the team and the
players.
The overall economic impact
of the Browns' departure will be
minimal - virtually nothing
compared to an entire generation
of underprivileged, under-'
educated public school students
entering the work force.
So maybe the city of Cleveland
will be better off without a football team. Life will certainly continue, and baseball season is
right around the corner.
When you get right down to It,
we can afford to lose our sports
teams.
We cant afford to lose our
children's future.
Mike Wendling Is the Tuesday
guest columnist for The BO
News. He would like to thank
-Cheif'.
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High school students invade BG
Heather Cvengros
The BG News
About 1,800 Ohio high school
students, band directors and others attended the University's
38th annual New Band Music
Reading Clinic Friday and Saturday, Jan. 26-27.
More than 190 high school musicians from around the state
were chosen to be members of
one of the two All-Ohio Select
Bands' at the clinic, which was
held at the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Hosted by the College of Musi-

CAMPUS

students and directors because It
exposes them to the University's
bands at their best as well as the
College of Musical Arts at its
best," Rohrer said.
A highlight of the event was
Symphonic Band were invited to the premiere of "Horn Rhapso■ On the moming of Jan. 18,
perform as special guests.
dy" by Belgian composer and University police received a reRohrer said the event is a long guest clinician Jan Van der Roost port from the driver of a bake
tradition of high quality musical during Friday night's perform- shop truck who said his vehicle
"struck a large pothole" on
performances within a balanced ance by the Symphonic Band.
music program.
Bruce Moss, conductor of the Harshman drive. The man was
Rohrer also said the music University's Symphonic Band, not injured but the rear outer tire
clinic serves as a powerful out- said Jan Van der Roost was cho- of the bake shop buggy was damreach to students and music edu- sen because he's written a tre- aged by the destructive dimple.
cators in Ohio.
■ On the evening of Jan. 19,
"It is unique for the high school
See INVADE, page eight. someone complained to campus
police that two people were
taking a chair from Rodgers
Hall. When approached by police
the two suspects said they had
bought the furniture from inventory management.

University hosts 38th annual
New Band Music Reading Clinic
cal Arts, the event featured performances by the University's
Symphonic Band with guest conductor and clinician Ray Cramer,
director of bands at Indiana University, and by the Concert Band,
conducted by Thomas Rohrer.
The Grove City High School
Symphonic Band, the Lancaster
High School Band and the Sylvania Northview High School

BLOTTER

Expert lectures on gold deposits
Jennifer Scrub
The BG News
A leading expert on the origin of gold deposits gave the
18th annual Mayfi'eld Lecture,
sponsored by the University
Geology Department.
Samuel Rombereger, dean of
graduate studies at the Colorado School of Mines, gave two
presentations concerning gold
deposits.
Romberger, who specializes
In the geochemistry of
hydrothermal fluids, which
transport and deposit gold to
form ore bodies, gave a lecture
titled, "Similarities and Dissimilarities among Precious
Metal Deposits of the Great

Basin of the Western United
States: Arguments for a Common Beginning."
"We find gold and silver deposits all over the Western
United States," Romberger
said. "The Western United
States is almost like a gold
province. There are approximately 100 million ounces of
recoverable gold in one little
area."
Romberger added that he is
willing to bet there are about
500 million ounces of gold In
access and that it Is worth a lot.
Romberger spoke about the
numerous varieties of gold deposits that have been found and
how each have a wide range of
deposit types and ages.

He concentrated on the Carlin, Battle Mountain, Sleeper,
and Round Mountain deposits
because of their variations
from each other.
Some were volcanic, and
some were sediment deposits,
plus other variations.
For each of the areas he
talked about the distribution of
sediments and the structure of
the area.
Carlin Gold Quarry produces
100 ounces of gold per year
worth hundreds of millions of
dollars, according to Romberger.
After the lecture took place
on the first floor of Overman
Hall, a second lecture was given at 10:30 a.m. in 65 Overman

Hall concerning "The Solution
Chemistry of Precious
Metals."

On-campus assault
occurs near Conklin

He said he is interested in
the formation of uranium deposits, recovery and remediation of acid mine drainage
problems and aqueous geochemistry of wetlands.
He received the AMOCO
Outstanding Teaching Award
In 1977-78 and 1988-89.

Lee Buse
The BG News
At around noon Sunday, University police received a report
of an assault near Conklin Hall.
According to the police report,
the victim was walking on the
south side of Conklin at 10:30
p.m. on Friday when a male came

Jim Evans, associate professor of Geology, said this is
Romberger's first visit to the
University. Evans said Romberger was selected out of a
list of speakers to visit this
year for the lecture series.

WASHINGTON - Although
first-year students at the all-male
Virginia Military Institute are
nicknamed "rats" and treated as
such, hundreds of women inquire
about admission there each year.
Rooms are described as unattractive and poorly venilated.
The faculty emphasizes vigor
and mental stress. And by the
time graduation rolls around,
cadets are supposed to feel as
though they have overcome impossible physical and psychological odds just to get there.
It may not be the lifestyle chosen by many college students,
but for those who choose VMI,
the decision carries with it a superior challenge and, If one
makes it to graduation, an often
prestigious career.
But lying at the root of what
has become a national issue is the
fact that the decision to attend
VMI can only be made by a man.
After five years of lower court
decisions keeping the state-

supported college closed to
women, the Supreme Court heard
arguments Jan. 17 on whether it
should force the school to change
its policy.
Although a ruling is not expected until July, justices seem
to agree that VMI's all-male policy unlawfully discriminates
against women.
"If women are to be leaders in
life and inthe military, then men
have got to become accustomed
to taking commands from women, and men will not be accustomed if women are not let in,"
said Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, according to Associated
Press reports.
Justice Stephen G. Breyer
challenged an argument put forward by VMI's attorney that the
school would undergo fundamental changes if it admitted woman.
Changes included toning down
the "adversative" method of instruction it uses to teach and
train its cadets.
"Isn't the answer to that, 'So
what'?" Breyer said, as reported
by the AP. "What is it that's so

important about this.that enables you to say to a woman, 'I'm
very sorry, you really want to go
there...you can't'"
The court's decision could also
affect the policies of The Citadel,
the nation's only other statesupported all male school, the
first female cadet, Shannon
Faulkner, was admitted to the
school last August but dropped
out days later.
Attorney Theodore Olson, representing VMI and the state of
Virginia, said all single-sex
schools, even the private ones,
would be affected if the court
found VMI's all-male education
violates the 14th Amendment's
equal protection guarantee.
Justice Department lawyer
Paul Bender countered that argument, saying not all single-sex
schools would be affected, only
those such as VMI that send a
message that women are inferior.
Just as the school cannot exclude blacks, it cannot claim that
women would change the college's distinctive environment.

up to him and knocked him down.
The man was then kicked by four
or five white males.
This case is still under investigation.
The campus police urge
anyone who might have any information on this to contact
them. The telephone number is
372-2346.

JET
Continued from page one.

Monday was not armed.
The jet, built by Grumman,
was introduced in the Navy in the
1970s and is no longer in production.
According to the Navy, this
was the 30th crash of an F-14
since 1991, including 11 in 1993,
five in 1994 and seven in 1995.
It has a better than average
safety record based on the number of "class A mishaps" per
100,000 flying hours. Class A mishaps are those that result in a
death or at least $1 million in
damage to the aircraft.

of the engine landed in her front
yard, a half-mile from the crash
site. It was not Immediately clear
whether the engine landed before the plane went down or
afterward.
Bender said.
The crash site is two and a half
Supreme Court justices did not
appear to support a federal miles southeast of Nashville's
court's decision last year to pro- airport, which is next to a Tenvide an alternative women's pro- nessee Air National Guard instalgram at Mary Baldwin College, lation.
35 miles away from VMI's adverThe F-14 is a supersonic, twinsative method. In which strict engine fighter designed to attack
rules of behavior, physical rigor, enemy aircraft at night and in
mental stress and absence of any weather. Its crew consists of
privacy are used to teach leader- a pilot and a radar intercept offiFrom 1981 to present, the F-14
ship.
cer. It typically carries missiles, has had 5.45 major mishaps per
If it does not order full co- rockets and bombs, but the Navy 100,000 flying hours, according
education of the institution, the said the plane that went down on to the Pentagon.
court could decide that VMI must
start a women's program on
campus, one that is "just as
tough, just as mean" as the men's, In the words of Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor.

Court will decide institute's policy
Colleen DeBalse
College Press Service

■ On Jan. 22, an employee of
Chapman Hall reported to campus police that she was hit in the
arm by a cup of urine. According
to the police report, there has
been an on-going problem of this
sort in Chapman. Apparently,
cups and drinking bottles of wizz
are constantly being left in the
halls and bathrooms.
■ On the evening of Jan. 23,
University police received a report of an assault near Bromfield. According, to the police report, a woman was previously being harassed by her exboyfriend.

MID AM TIWOK
• NOW RENTING •

According to reports. Justice
Antonin Scalla was the only court
member openly sympathetic to
VMI, and at one point questioned
why women would want to endure the rigorous program.
Justice Clarence Thomas,
whose son, Jama], is a fourthyear student at VMI, disqualified
himself from the case.

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 19% and school year
1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.(.. Resident Manager 352-43X0

y HOM€ FALCON WOM€N'S BRSKCTftnil TOMORROW 7:30 PA/I -VS. MIAMI! yj
1

6NTCR TH6 MOOS€ BROS. PIZZR "COUCH POTRTO" CONTEST! FOR STUDENTS ONLY.

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
The purpose of the Undergraduate Student Government (USG) is to serve as the representative voice of all
undergraduate students at BGSU. USG is dedicated to improving student life on campus; and
presently, this Senate is actively addressing safety issues facing our BGSU community.
Please take the time to contact your USG representative with concerns, ideas, and suggestions
regarding safely as well as any other issues effecting your environment at BGSU. Make your voice heard!

%

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

AT-LARGE SENATORS:
At-large Senators represent all BGSU undergraduate students
Kerry Aulizia
Jenny Georges
Nathan Green

I'.ir.i Gore
Mike Haynes
Karen Kuzman

Todd Phelps
Missy Lcdcsma Lcsse
Kim Pride

Jason Sonenshcin
Dan Vazquez
Marcie Wahba

DISTRICT SENATORS:

District Senators represent the voice of students according to their residency
District One (Offenhaucr and Prout): Brian Shuler
District Two (McDonald and Sorority Row): Amy Better
District Three (Founders. Kohl and OfT-Caropus Greek Houses): Brian Anderson
District Four (Old & New Fraternity Rows. Rodgers and Conklin): Mike Leonard
District Five (Harshman Quad): Davis Ficus
Off Camnus Senators : Andrea Hedberg, John Macy, Matt Rose, James Wecketser
Firelands Representative: Eric Ruble

IJAQ: Cat Flanagan
USA Diana Alvarado
NISASandy sioll

RSA: Will Ranney
WSA: Ami Acharya '
EAC: Paul Gessing.

■■■■■■■• vtn t
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!

ORGANIZATIONAL SENATORS:
Organizational Senators are appointed to represent diverse student bodies and interests
HSiL: Stan Jackson
IEC: Fred Hauer
QS£A: John Wallace

—A

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

LAGA: Mike Jones
PANUEL: Sandy Geringer
Womyn for Womyn: Erin Brown

Contact your Senators through the USG Senate Office (372-6017) or via email (usg #bgnet. bgsu.edu)
For more info, contact UAO @ 372-7164 or USG @ 372-8116

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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Program offers free optical
care to qualified residents

Hoppin' Around

'Save Your Vision Week'will include exams, treatment
Jaclyn Motzer
The BC News
A national program is currently offering free eye exams and
treatments to eligible Ohio residents.
"Save Your Vision Week,"
March 3-9, gives working people
who cannot pay for health insurance a chance to get free eye
care by certified volunteer optometrists.
"Vision USA, as the Ohio Optometric Association calls it, has
served nearly 17,500 people
nationally for six years and over
1,400 in Ohio alone," said Ohio
Senator Steve Yarborough "The
people that take advantage of
this program receive not only
free eye exams, but also treatments for infections and other
minor conditions."
Yarborough added that in order to qualify for the program,
all applicants must have a Job or
live in a household where
someone is employed. Additionally, they must also carry no
health insurance, have an income
below an established level based
on the size of the household and

have had no eye exams within the
past two years.
"Currently, many working
Ohioans do not enjoy the privileges of health care," Yarborough said. "Although current statistics are unavailable, statistics
from 1987 show that 20 percent
of children under the age of six
were not covered by any kind of
health insurance."
In 1994 there were more than
1.23 million uninsured people living in Ohio alone. Many of these
individuals lived in households
that were headed by someone
who was employed. Health care
costs the nation billions of dollars
every year, which averages out
to $3,160 per person, per year.
Vision USA gives eligible people
a chance to take advantage of
free health care •

"Currently, many
working Ohioans do
not enjoy the
privileges of health
care."

Steve Yarborough
Ohio senator

Linda Fetti, Ohio Optometric
Associations publicist, said the
process of gaining volunteers
was an easy job.
Deliver GTE
Telephone Books
EARN EXTRA MONEY
No Experience Necessary
Deliveries Start
Mid-February
45 people needed lo deliver
the new Bowling Green
Telephone Directorial In:
Bowling Green. Grand Rapids.
weston, Portage. Haskins.
Dunbridge, Rudolph, a surrounding
areas.
To become an independent contractor
you must be at least 18 years ok), have
the use of an Insured car, van or truck,
and be available a minimum of 5 daylight
hours daily.
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1-800-SUNCHASE
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To Deliver You Must Call
To Reserve a route in your
neighborhood call 1-800-

827-1200 Job V34S-B
10am-6pm Mon-Frl

AMERICAN DIRECTORY
SERVICE CORP.
EOE

Shop locally

"All we had to do is send them
patrons and encourage them to
donate their time to a worthy
cause," Fetti said. "There was a
tremendous response. We gained
over 427 volunteers in Ohio
alone."
Fetti also said the program was
ideal for students who fall within
the guidelines, but it was quite
clear that the association did not
want to deal with any irresponsible individuals.
"This is no freeble. We do not
want people who fell through the
cracks looking for a free ride,"
Fetti said. "However, we do encourage all eligible people to take
advantage of the offer."
The Optometrists Association
agrees with Yarborough when he
speaks about the state's health
care costs.
"As Ohio's population gets older and high-tech treatments become the norm, it is likely that
state costs will continue to rise,"
Yarbrough said. "Preventive
care is the key to keeping not
only individuals healthy, but also
to keeping our national and state
health care systems hardy. This
offer by the Ohio Optometric Association is a great chance to
catch up on an important service."
Individuals interested in applying for the free eye exams need
to call 1-800-7664466. Questions
will be asked over the phone, and
an immediate response to elegibility will follow. Deadline for
applications is mid-February.

Dave KllnefTae Aieeclated Preae

Kyle Manning, 6, left, lifts off on his pogo stick on a quiet street In Lancaster, Ohio. Kyle and his sister
Megan, 10, right, were trying out the new pogo sticks given lo them by their grandfather

Court upholds convictions, sentences
spector who received a complaint in Memphis said he was
CINCINNATI- A federal ap- able to obtain sexually graphic
peals court on Monday upheld transmissions from an electronic
the convictions and prison sen- computer bulletin board service
tences of a couple found guilty of the Thomases operated from
sending obscene material by their home.
The Thomases were sentenced
computer.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of in December 1994. Robert ThoAppeals unanimously affirmed mas was sentenced to three years
the federal convictions of Robert and one month in prison and Carand Carleen Thomas, of Milpitas, leen Thomas to 2172 years.
"These... files depicted images
Calif.
Appeals Judges Nancy Ed- of bestiality, oral sex, incest, samunds, Boyce Martin Jr. and do-masochistic abuse and sex
Alice Batchelder also upheld the scenes involving urination," Edtrial Jury's decision that the cou- munds wrote for the appeals
ple's computer system should be court.
Thomas Nolan, a Palo Alto, Caforfeited to the federal governlif., lawyer representing Robert
ment
The couple was prosecuted in Thomas, said he had not seen the
Memphis, Tenn. A postal In- court's ruling but would discuss

The Associated People

STOP SLEEPING
WSTIHYOlR
P2LFESS0RS.
Is it the sound of that whlspery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin. Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's' the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

with Thomas whether to appeal
further.
The government said Robert
Thomas used an electronic scanner to convert pictures from
sexually explicit magazines into
computer files called Graphic
Interchange Format files. The
Thomases' computer bulletin
board, called the Amateur Action
Computer Bulletin Board
System, offered members chat
lines, electronic mail messaging
and about 14,000 of the files,
prosecutors said.
The appeals court rejected defense arguments that federal
obscenity laws did not apply to
intangible objects like the computer files and did not specifically prohibit such computer
transmissions. The judges said
the government presented substantial evidence that the couple
advertised the sexually explicit
files and intended to share them
with customers.
The Thomases also bought,
sold and delivered to customers

sexually explicit videotapes,
prosecutors said. Customers
ordered the tapes by sending the
Thomases e-mail, and the couple
sent the tapes by overnight delivery service, the government
said.
The Thomases were each convicted of conspiracy to violate
obscenity laws, knowingly using
their computer-telephone network for interstate transport of
obscene, computer-generated
materials and the shipping of obscene videotapes.

Here's a tip ...
a tax tip.
If you work for yourself
and you make at least
$400 a year, you must
file a tax return. Don't
get knocked for a loop
on this one.

BGSU ICE ARENA
Public Skating Schedule
Wed., Fit* & Sat.* 8-10 PM
Sunday 3:30-5:30 & 7-9 PM

BGSU Students (w/LD.)
$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes
BGSU Ice Arena is also available
for private rentals.
•public skating will not be available when
the varsity hockey team is at home.

CALL 372-2264 for more info.
BEST OF LUCK
FALCONS

Revive *Kh
ems SDc»J—.H
EKHOMconlansZDmgdcalfev* souai 10 aocut MC

C JPS oi co««e
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CALL RANDY AT 372-2764 for information about
Senior Spring Hockey League. Team* will be forming
and play will begin in March, and BG students are welcome
to participate. Fees may be charged to Bursar Account.
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Murderer
struggles
for death
penalty

Chummin'

The Associated Press

Keith ClrleilWThe AitoclMcd Press

Al May, right, shares a cup of coffee and a laugh with his friend, Herb, In Dayton.

May works with the CHUMS Inc. program, which pairs volunteers with the elderly.

Woman charged with harassing hunters
The Associated Press
FINDLAY, Ohio - State authorities charged a woman with
harassing hunters after she allegedly blew whistles, videotaped them and repeatedly hollered, "Deer, run away."

hunters. He said she videotaped
hunters while they were hunting,
blew a whistle and shouted.
angry that hunters came onto her
He said Mrs. Mueller was
property. Hunters must obtain an warned last year that she would
owner's permission to hunt on be charged if she continued her
private property.
tactics.

Findlay resident allegedy blew whistles, hollered 'Deer, run away'
sor for Ohio Wildlife Division's
District 2 office in Findlay. The
district covers 20 northwest Ohio
counties.
He said there was only one
other similar case in recent
years. In that case a man was trying to stop duck hunters on a
river near his house because of
noise.
"We have had numerous complaints over the years about Mrs.
Mueller," Sunderhaus said.

Arthella Mueller, 59, of rural
Biglick Township, pleaded innocent last week to two counts of
harassing hunters, a fourthdegree misdemeanor that carries
a maximum penalty of 30 days in
jail and a $250 fine.
Her trial begins Wednesday in
Her motive was unclear. Mrs.
Findlay Municipal Court.
"The charges are unusual. It's Mueller declined to comment, renot something that happens ferring questions to her lawyer,
every day," said Terry Sunder- Stan Needles.
Needles said Mrs. Mueller was
haus, law enforcement supervi-

"She used to allow
hunting, but they
would come on her
property and leave
behind a mess. She
just got tired of it."
Stan Needles
lawyer

"She used to allow hunting, but
they would come on her property
and leave behind a mess. She just
got tired of it," Needles said.
Sunderhaus said the hunters
were not on her property.
"I don't know what motivated
her to do this. She's the only one
who knows," he said.
He said hunters in the area are
aware of Mrs. Mueller's boundary lines and her disdain for

Dennis Fruth, a neighbor, said
he, Mrs. Mueller and another
property owner have posted
signs prohibiting hunting on
their land. But yet another
neighbor allows hunting, and
hunters sometimes wander onto
their grounds.
"This whole thing has been
blown out of proportion. We've
been thinking about building
huge fences because we've
already got the signs, and the
hunters dont care," Fruth said.

State proposes bill for fetal homicide
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - A hearing was
rescheduled Monday to set a trial
date in a vehicular homicide case
that led to a proposed state law
regarding the death of a fetus.
Hamilton County Common
Pleas Judge Thomas Crush
granted a defense attorney's

CLEVELAND - State authorities say they will accommodate an inmate who wants to
proceed with his execution, but a
defense lawyer says the Inmate
is mentally Incompetent
Wilford Lee Berry Jr. was convicted in 1990 of killing Charles
Mitroff Jr., a Cleveland baker
who had hired Berry to assist
him.
Berry, 33, now an inmate at
Mansfield Correctional Institution, never explained why he shot
Mitroff, but he told the jury he
wanted the death penalty.
"You might as well sentence
me to death row because by the
time I finish 20 or 30 years, I will
be so institutionalized that I
wouldn't hesitate to kill you for
just looking at me," he said.
Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction Director
Reginald Wilkinson refused to let
Berry be interviewed, citing
death row security concerns.
The state's lawyers maintain
Berry is capable of deciding for
himself whether to continue his
appeals or accept execution. The
Plain Dealer reported Monday.
"He's a volunteer," Attorney
General Betty D. Montgomery
said "We have taken the position

request to postpone the hearing
until Friday.
Krystal White, 16, of Cincinnati, was to stand trial Jan. 22 on
a charge of vehicular homicide,
but that was delayed because of a
death in her lawyer's family.
White is charged in the Aug. 15
death of Suzanne Daly, 27, of
Middletown, who was nearly nine

Cancun
#r SPRING BREAK

months pregnant when her car duced a bill to allow homicide
collided with the car White was charges to be filed in the death of
a fetus.
driving.
Prosecutors attempted to
charge White with a second count
of vehicular homicide in the
death of the fetus, but there was
no provision for that under Ohio
law.
Area legislators have Intro-

SAFETY AWARENESS
WEEK
TIP OF THE DAY
Use the buddy system, do
not abandon anyone
whose judgment may
be Impaired by drugs
or alcohol.
Did you know...
Residence Hall night
clerks, Campus Services
Officers, and Campus
Escort Service employees
have increased In
numbers and expanded
their hours.
- Sponsored by SHARP

Howard's clubkl
rVton-Sot 12-2:30 am
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Do Your Part...
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See DEATH, page eight

•Pool

•Video Games

•Pins Pong

3

Are You Hungry?

March 22 - 29, 1996
Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of
CANCUN, MEXICO - the #1 Resort.

Imperial Las Perlas - Standard beachfront
140 room hotel on beach, close
to downtown and clubs, with 2 pools,
bat and restaurant

Triple $539
r\,i-%A C Kiti
^uaa **yV

Casa Maya • Moderate Beachfront Suites
327 rooms leatunng 1 -Bedroom Oceanvlew
Suites with separate living room/retngerator/
cable TV. 2 swimming pools, watersports
facility, 3 bars & 3 restaurants.

Tr'inlp $679
'f'P"j ?' ' jT
Quad $629

OaSIS Cancun - Moderate Beachfront
965 room mega-resort on huge beach with 3
giant pools, tennis courts. 5 restaurants, mini
golf course, beach club and entertainment

Triple $649
ftluttl (COO
ljuaa W?

Includes roundlrip air from Detroit (Friday eve. departure), 7
nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and
hotel, and services of a local representative:
Prices «r» in USS, per person, plus S3S
departure taxes Charter
Participant Agreement Required.

The first 200 seniors to have their portraits taken this
week will receive a coupon good for a free small
pizza from the Pizza Outlet.
This is the last chance for May
and August Grads to have their
portraits taken.

TriDil Charter

TO RESERVE YOUR PLACE IN THE SUH,

CALL YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT
II) iYIIII MM ///(. \N'S ~l OI'IK-WOR H) CANCUN!

Try to study on the weekends

call 372- 8086
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SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44%
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Homeless man finds
shelter In jail
The Associated

NOVATO, Calif. - Homeless
and living along a highway, Neal
Berry spent his meager earnings
on a portable computer rather
than rent.
Berry slept in a tent on a mattress taken from a trash bin. He
had a laptop computer and a
cellular phone with a modem,
which enabled him to connect to
a computer bulletin board, voice
mall and a pager service - all
paid for out of his $8-an-hour salary as a shipping and Inventory
clerk.
On Friday, he was arrested and
accused of stealing heavy-duty
industrial batteries from the
state transportation agency to

power his equipment.
Highway workers said they
found the batteries when they
stumbled onto his campsite.
"I just found the batteries,"
Berry told the San Francisco Examiner in a Jailhouse interview.
"Apparently someone else put
them there a few months ago. I
found them and started using
them."
Berry, 22, said he chose to
camp by the highway after failing to find an affordable apartment when he moved to the area
in 1994
"In Novato, you cant even find
a single room that costs less than
$500 a month," he said. "If I were
to have an apartment, I wouldn't
have had any furniture; I'd just

New at the game

barely be able to eat. It would
have sucked up all my income."
He spent $2,000 for a Toshiba
laptop computer and $500 on a
modem.
Each month he spent $35 for an
account with a computer bulletin
board with e-mail; $60 on his
cellular phone bill; $50 for membership at a gym where he took
showers; $42 for a storage shed
for clothes and other possessions
he was afraid to keep in the tent,
and $12 for a mailbox.
On line, he made more friends
in a month than he had all year,
he said.
"I've never been to jail before," he said. "But there is a
bright side: three hots and a cot
at taxpayer expense."

New AIDS therapy surfaces
Daniel Q. Hansy
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A triplepunch combination of an experimental new AIDS drug and two
others already on the market is
by far the most potent treatment
yet for people infected with the
deadly virus, researchers reported Monday.
The therapy does not cure
AIDS. At best, it will slow and
perhaps stall the disease for long
periods. Even this could be a significant advance, since currently
available virus medicines do
little to extend AIDS patients'
lives.
The treatment Involves one of
a new class of drugs called
protease inhibitors and is still in
early stages of human testing.
Nevertheless, AIDS researchers
who have seen many promising

initial results go sour in the past
are enthusiastic about the latest
findings.
"It's wonderfully exciting. It's
a milestone," said Dr. Gerald
Friedland of Yale University.
The key to the new combination is indlnavir, a stillexperimental protease inhibitor
developed by Merck & Co. It is
combined with the standard
AIDS medicines AZT and 3TC.
Dr. Roy Gulick and colleagues
from New York University gave
the combination to 26 patients.
After six months, they could find
no measurable trace of the AIDS
virus in 24 of them. Their treatment is continuing, but researchers say it is still too soon to know
how long this effect will last.
Gulick planned to present his
results In detail Thursday at the
annual Conference on Retroviruses and Opportunistic Infec-

tions, an AIDS meeting sponsored by the Infectious Disease
Society of America. However,
Dr. Emllio Emini of Merck
released some of the findings at
the meeting Monday at a standing-room-only session on
protease inhibitors.
"This is the best response of
any anti-retroviral therapy that
has been seen to date," said Gulick, and several other AIDS experts at the meeting agreed.
"We all share the excitement of
the moment that long-term suppression of this virus Is real,"
said Dr. Paul Volberding of the
University of California, San
Francisco.
The first protease inhibitor to
reach the market was saquinqavir, a Hoffman-LaRoche drug
approved last month by the U.S.
See AIDS, page eight.
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Mother giraffe, Agamy, licks her baby, Antolne, born on Jan. 23,1996 at the Vincennes Zoo In Paris as
the pair are shown off to the public. Antolne Is Agamy's sixth offspring.
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1996 SPRING FRATERNITY RUSH
1 Medium Pizza
w/1 Topping
$3.99

1 Large Pizza
w/1 Topping
$4.99

Pick -up only.
Not valid with other coupons.

GRAND OPENING
g
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PIZZA & SUBS
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WE DELIVER
1616E.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH

354-3100

DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO CHECK OUT
BGSU'S FRATERNITES ON
THESE UPCOMING RUSH
DATES:

ONDAY
Jan. 29th: 7:30-9:30

TUESDAY
Jan. 30th: 7:30-9:30
EXPERIENCE THE THRILL
OF COMPETITIVE SPORTS,
EXCITING SOCIAL EVENTS,
AND STRONG
BROTHERHOOD!!

YOU HA VEN1 LIVED UNTIL YOU'VE LIVED GREEK...

GO GREEK!!!
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French president suspends
underground nuclear tests
WllllimJ. Kola
The Associated Press
PARIS - President Jacques
Chirac called an early end Monday to France's underground nuclear tests, saying the sixth test
In the South Pacific last weekend
would be the last.
"My dear compatriots, I announce to you today the definitive halt to French nuclear tests,"
Chirac said on state-run television Monday night
"Thanks to the final series
which has Just been carried out,
France will have at its disposal a
viable and modem defense,"
Chirac said. "The security of our
country and our children is assured."
France provoked protests
around the world when It began a
series of tests in the South Pacific with a Sept. 5 blast beneath
Mururoa Atoll in French Polynesia.
That detonation, roughly the
size of the atomic bomb dropped
on Hiroshima in 1945, broke a
three-year international moratorium on nuclear testing.

It made France the only nation
besides China to actively test
weapons of mass destruction
since 1992. France Insisted it had
to resume the tests to check its
nuclear arsenal and develop
computer simulation that will
make actual detonations unnecessary in the future.
While the testing outraged
Australia, New Zealand and other
South Pacific countries, it did not
elicit a strong negative response
from France's major allies, such
as the United States, Britain and
Germany.
"I know that the decision that I
made last June may have provoked, in France and abroad,
anxiety and emotion," Chirac
said. "I know that nuclear
weaponry may cause fear, but in
an always dangerous world, it
acts for us as a weapon of dissuasion, a weapon In the service of
peaceChirac Is eager to repair damaged relations with the nations of
the South Pacific, where France
conducted Its sixth and by far
most powerful underground explosion Saturday.

What's up?

"My dear
compatriots, I
announce to you
today the definitive
halt to French
nuclear tests."
Jacques Chirac
president

He was also anxious to settle
the Issue before leaving for a
U.S. trip Thursday.
At home, too, pressure had
mounted on the conservative
president to make Saturday's test
the last. French trade in the
South Pacific lost some ground,
and Paris' diplomatic ties with
Asian nations as well as many of
Its European partners were
shaken.
"The image of our country has
suffered," France's largest labor
union, the General Labor Confederation, said Monday. "This
test has to be the last."

Hussein denies having illness
The Associated Press
NICOSIA, Cyprus - Saddam
Hussein has denied reports that
he has cancer and said if it wasn't
winter he would swim across the
Tigris River to prove It, the official Iraqi News Agency reported
Tuesday.
Some British newspapers reported Sunday that Hussein, who
will be 59 on April 28, is suffering from cancer.

The Iraqi news agency, moni- fering any sickness."
The report said Hussein had
tored in Nicosia, said the Iraqi
president spoke on the issue at a not been sick in the past either,
Cabinet meeting in Baghdad on except for a slipped disc in 1977.
Monday.
"As you see, I've been per"Although it's not our custom forming my duties ever since
to reply to such fabricated news, with the efficiency you know I
moral responsibility toward our have during times of war and
people compels us to reply," it peace," Hussein said.
quoted Hussein as saying. "Be"Had it not been winter, I'd
cause of the grace of Almighty swim back and forth across the
God, Saddam Hussein enjoys Tigris, as we sometimes do," he
very good health and is not suf- declared.

AIDS
Continued from page seven.

by Abbott Laboratories, are considerably more powerful.
Like other AIDS drugs,
Food and Drug Administration.
However, experts believe that protease inhibitors attempt to
Indinavir and ritonavir, another short-circuit HIV, the AIDS
protease inhibitor being tested virus, by disrupting its life cycle.
They block production of
protease, an enzyme crucial to
the virus's survival.
Other AIDS drugs on the market work by Intercepting the
virus at a different stage in its
reproduction. These standard
medicines can inhibit the virus
briefly, but they quickly lose
their punch as mutant forms of
HIV evolve that are immune to
their effects.
A major question Is whether and how quickly - HIV will become resistant to protease inhibitors, too.
Dr. Douglas Richman of the
University of California, San
Diego, speculated that because
the combination so sharply suppresses growth of the virus It will
hold down the evolution of resistant strains of HIV as welL
Richman agreed the latest
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Combo
lQuesadilla, 1
Loaded burrito, Sm.
churros, 12 oz. Frozen
Cocktail...

"That tells us what's possible,"
he said. "If we can do that in one,
there Is no reason why It can't be
done in many."
If the new approach works as
well as researchers hope, doctors
might begin therapy much earlier in the disease, well before
AIDS symptoms set in, especially
If tests show patients have high
amounts of virus in their blood.
"The goal of therapy should
now be to lower the virus load as
much as possible for as long as
possible In as many patients as
possible," said Emini.
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A three-year-old boy Is scared when a carnival worker tries to put a hat on his head while he's posing.

DEATH

INVADE

Continued from page five.

that if a volunteer (condemned
inmate) wishes to have the death
penalty, we will concur in that."
Karen Johnson, an assistant
Cuyahoga County prosecutor,
said the county also believes
Berry is competent.
"A competent defendant,
whether he's on death row or not,
can waive his appeals," she said.
Richard Bowler, Mitrofrs
brother-in-law, believes Berry
should get his wish.
"He seemed competent, confident and cold-blooded," Bowler
said. "I really didn't see any indication that he was any wackier
than a normal criminal."
But Randy D. Ashburn, an assistant public defender working
to spare Berry's life, said Berry
asked for execution because he
"wants to stop the voices in his
head.''
There Is "no doubt in my mind
that he's incompetent," Ashburn
said.
Berry's family is struggling to
understand why he wants to die.
"I told him I'm still looking out
for him and that I wanted help

for him and I didn't want to feel
this big void in my heart if he
should happen to be put to
death," his sister Elaine said.
"He was silent"
His mother Ginny said: "In his
mind, it's Just suicide. He'll be
forgiven, and he'll be doing
everyone a big favor. That will be
his punishment."
The Ohio Supreme Court this
month selected Phillip Resnick, a
Case Western Reserve University psychiatry professor, to decide whether Berry Is competent
to waive his appeals and proceed
to execution. His report will be
ready in a few weeks, Resnick
said.
If Berry gets his wish, he could
become the first inmate executed
in Ohio since 1963. Ohio reinstated the death penalty in 1981.
Robert Buell, a former Akron
city worker convicted of kidnapping, raping and murdering an
11-year-old girl, was scheduled to
be executed last week but won a
stay from the 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals. The state appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court, but the high court upheld
the stay.

Continued from page three.
mendous amount of good music
for high school and college
bands.
Horn soloist and University
music professor Herbert Spencer was also featured.
Moss said he was very pleased
with the clinic this year. "It was
very successful," he said. "We
kept the great tradition of the
clinic but fine-tuned it. We made
two bands out of one and had a
guest composer for the first
time."
Much of the clinic was devoted
to sessions during which the high
school students practiced their
sight-reading skills by playing
new band music

Application for
llollis A. MiiDic tlciiioriiil
Scholarship
Deadline: Friday, March 1. 1996
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Laroe chunoi'
Looded burrrto.- 2

Frozen 12 oz. cocktails"
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$599

$699
Nor wuowTrH ur,«n
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work appears to be a significant
advance but added, "Although it
may be a home run, there are a
lot of details that need to be
worked out.'*
Particularly, doctors need assurance that suppression of the
AIDS virus will last. While only
longer testing will prove this,
Emini said there are hints. One
patient who has received indinavir alone has been healthy and
apparently free of the virus for
two years.

67

185
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$249

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to
recognize students who contribute <o Bowling Green Stale University through
participation and leadership in University Community activities. The award
will be in the amount ol $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0
cumulative G.P.A., demonstrate active participation in University
organizations and be available lor a personal interview with the selection
committee.
The application must be submitted to the oflice ot Student Financial
Aid. 321 Administration Building by Friday, March 1, 1996.
Applications are available in the ottice ol Student Financial Aid.

Shop locally forValentine's Day, Feb. 14!|
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BG hopes to build on Michigan win
Pat Murphy
The BC News

; The Bowling Green hockey
team seeks to find out if Saturday's win against Michigan
creates a turnaround for the rest
of the season when they travel to
Notre Dame tonight.
The Falcons, 16-10-1 overall
and 10-8-1 in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association, rest

fifth in the standings. BG is 10
points behind fourth place Lake
Superior State with 11 games left
In the regular season. The Lakers
have 10 league games remaining
In the season with two games at
Bowling Green on Feb. 2 and 3.
"This Is a big win,and its a huge
win," Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers said after the Michigan
game. "But we've got to come
back at Notre Dame and take

care of business there. We've got
to make this a stepping stone. I
want to be able to look back 11
games from now and say that
game against Michigan catapulted us the rest of the season."
The catapult shot will have to
be a long one. In a best case
scenario, BG could move to
within four points of Lake Superior State after next weekend. But
that is with two straight wins

over a team that is 8-0-1 in its last
nine games. The Lakers also have
an advantage with an easier
schedule remaining.
Of Lake Superior's 10 remaining- games five are at home,and
five are on the road. More importantly, seven of the 10 games are
against teams that are below
LSSU in the standings.
The Falcons have seven of
their last 11 games against teams

below them in the standings but
play at Michigan State and Michigan in the last weekend of the
Falcon center Mike Hall,
however, felt after the Michigan
game that BG was prepared to
put together a winning streak.
"We werf playing well at the
beginning of the season, and
Michigan came along and beat us
pretty well here," Hall said. "I

think now, hopefully, this win is
going to get Bowling Green going
and get us back up there and
start to put a streak together
again."
Starting another winning
streak will be difficult without
third leading scorer Mike Johnson. Johnson has a broken wrist
and will not see action against
Notre Dame and is out indefinitely.

Falcon gymnastics
stumbles over OSU

Slam it home

Pamela Santangelo
The BG News

The Bowling Green gymnastics team, despite a great comeback effort, lost Friday night in
Columbus. Ohio State won the
meet with a total score of 189.05.
Towson State came in second
with a total score of 187.75 and
Bowling Green finished third
with a score of 179.85.
Injuries have bothered the Falcons from the beginning of this
season and Friday was no
different
. Although the team started its
season with a few of their key
players injured, they pulled
together to start their season
against Kent. That same weekend, the Falcons won a triangular
meet against Wisconsin Oskosh
and Indiana University of Pennsylvania, but not without another
key injury.
Sophomore Kelly McClelland,
a returning letterman, was injured- on the bars. She sat out the
rest of the meet.
On Friday, McClelland was injured again.
Her injury, this time more serious, delayed the meet for 30
minutes. McCelland left the meet
in an ambulance and was admitted to a Columbus hospital.
McClelland, who has casts on
both arms, is now at her home in
Columbus. McClelland will not
return to Bowling Green this semester.
Before the delay, the Falcons
competed in the vault event. The
event was won by Ohio State with
a perfect score of 10.0
On the vault, Bowling Green's
Jackie Haft finished 11th with a
score of 9.45. Karen Jordan finished 13th with a score of 9.35.

On the bars, Karen Jordan finished 7th with a score of 9.5.
McCelland was the next Falcon to
compete and it was during this
event that she was injured.
After the delay, the Falcons
went on to co-win the beam
event.
Sophomore Heather Ferguson
tied with an Ohio State gymnast
for the top spot with a score of
9.775. Ferguson's score tied the
school record which she set last
year.
Ferguson said that she had
hoped to beat her record but a
few errors put that goal on hold.
"I had a few timing errors,"
said Ferguson, "but I'll work on
them for the next meet and hopefully I'll break the record."
Also on the beam. Bowling
Green's Karen Jordan finished
6th with a score of 9.425 and NikW Riggs placed 7th with a score
of 9.4.
On the floor exercises, Heather
Ferguson scored a 9.45. Ferguson, who is fighting a knee injury, had to change her routine.
Friday's meet was the first time
that she had executed her new
routine.
Also on the floor. Bowling
Green's Alice Kruk finished 9th
with a score of 9.275. In the allaround corn petition, Karen Jordan finished 8th with a score of
37.50. Ferguson said that Jordan
was strong despite the tough
competition.
"I was proud of the comeback
that we made after Kelly's injury," said Ferguson.
Coach Simpson said that with
the injury to McCelland, his team
would now have to pull together.
"We will have to look for depth
and maximum performance from
everyone," said Simpson.

Swimmers torpedo
Xavier Musketeers
Blake Parkins
The BG News

The BC Nrw«/Jon Raibach

Bowling Green's Antonio Daniels slams one home during the Fal- face a huge game at defending MAC champion Miami on Wednescons' 70-51 win over Akron on Saturday. The Falcons are in second day.
place In the MAC at 5-3 In conference play, and 10-6 overall. They

Voinovich supports sales tax for stadiums
X

their campaign Thursday with a Reds.
rally at a downtown hotel. Voino"We'll try to honor any
; CINCINNATI - Gov. George vich will Join Mayor Roxanne requests the local campaign peo| .Voinovich will help kick off the Quails and county Commissioner ple make of us," said Mike Daw' .campaign for a sales-tax increase Bob Bedinghaus in encouraging son, the governor's spokesman.
I that would pay for new stadiums voters to approve the increase on "The governor feels very
strongly that this is the right
I tor the city's professional base- March 19.
Voinovich plans to be visible in thing for the future of Cincin: ball and football teams.
Proponents of the half-cent the campaign to build a football- nati."
Jeff Berding, chairman of the
sales tax increase in Hamilton only stadium for the Bengals and
County plan to formally start a new baseball stadium for the tax campaign, agreed.
The Associated Press

'"The governor understands
that 25 years from now people
will look back at this and say that
the stadium sales tax Issue
defined the future of greater
Cincinnati," he said.
Proponents will be erecting
yard signs throughout the county
and airing television commerSee SALES TAX, page eleven.

The momentum is building for
the Bowling Green swimming
team after it split dual meets at
Xavier and Miami, respectively.
The men's and women's teams
both defeated a competitive Xavier swim team under difficult
swimming conditions.
The men's team won convincingly by outscoring the opponents 60-34. The team took eight
of 14 events in a winning effort.
The BG women's team also
defeated Xavier 56-32, winning
nine of 14 events.
BG swimmer Mark Klapper
had a noteable performance,
taking the 200 and 500 meter
freestyle. BG swimming coach
Randy Julian said that Klapper's
performances were his best
back-to-back efforts all year.
Julian commented on the Xavier meet, saying that the performance was very encouraging.
Julian was also pleased with the
overall attitude of the team.
The Falcons traveled to Miami
for a dual meet on Saturday. The
men's team fell to the Indians
172-114. The women's team also
lost to Miami 127-104.
BG faced difficult odds visiting a well balanced team that was
honoring their seniors. The BG
men were also not at full
strength, losing diver Jeff Allen
to illness.
With the loss of Allen, BG diver
Steve Rapheal was left to compete against four Miami divers.

Colored Ink

Julian commented on the loss of
Allen, saying that the diver was
sorely missed.
The women's team performed
well against a strong Miami
team. Veteran swimmer Cheryl
Patterson won two events, the
400 meter Individual medley as
well as the 100 meter breast
stroke.
BG swimmer Tracy Sanderson
also made a sizeable contribution
to the effort, winning the one and
three meter diving competitions.
An honorable mention goes to
swimmer Karen Painter, who
took 2nd place in an exciting finish of the 200 meter butterfly,
event.
Julian said that the morale of
the team was good and that he
was very proud of the team. Julian said that he was most proud
of the team's display of concentration and intensity. He said that
the team as a whole was excellent
this weekend.
The coach was also excited
about the team's focus for the
upcoming Midwest Athletic Conference meet in February. Julian
said that the team is really looking forward to the meet.
The BG swimmers will end
their regular season competition
with a final home meet Saturday
at Cooper Pool. This will also be
See SWIMM£RS, page eleven.
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Eastern Michigan
breaks into Top 25
Harry Atkins
The Associated Press

DETROIT -- Good news travels
fast, even from Ypsilanti. Congratulations were pouring in
from around the world early
Monday.
At the center of all this attention is Eastern Michigan University. The Eagles (15-1) are No. 23
In this week's basketball poll, the
first time the school has cracked
the Top 25.
Some folks around the country
might be scratching their heads
at such news. Eastern who?
That's perfectly normal because
the school and the town are only
seven miles from Ann Arbor and
the University of Michigan.
The well-known Wolverines
(14-6) are almost always ranked.
They are No. 20 this week. Michigan plays to big crowds In the
Big Ten. Eastern Michigan plays
In the shadows, in the MidAmerican Conference.
But don't think MAC schools
can't compete. Ohio won the
preseason NIT last season.
Eastern Michigan made it to the
Sweet 16 of the NCAA tournament before losing to North Carolina in 1991. The Eagles played
In the postseason NIT last year.
"We've got a very competitive
league," EMU coach Ben Braun
said. "Our league is murder. I
can say that. I've been in it a long
time."
As Is generally the case In college basketball, everything
starts with coaching. Like most
MAC coaches, Braun frequently
settles for players the Big Ten
doesn't want. But he knows talent

rmBE/okynLTBi SPECIAL ]
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when he spots it.
This is the 11th season at EMU
for the youthful-looking Braun.
He has the best record in school
history with a 174-123 record. In
19 seasons total, Braun has compiled a 322-230 mark.
"First, you have to believe in
yourself," Braun said. "We want
our players to compete. I'm a
competitive person. We're always challenging our players to
be better than they are."
Earl Boykins and James Head
are two good examples of that.
Boykins Is a 5-foot-7 sophomore who weighs 135 pounds
after a big meal. Boykins has
started all 45 games since arriving. He sparks an up-tempo
offense that averages almost 88
points per game.
"He's been a big player,"
Braun said. "He has great
leadership and an indomitable
will. He's played two years here,
and I've never seen anybody post
him up. They've tried. I've just
never seen it."
Head, a 6-foot-7 sophomore
averaging almost eight points
and six rebounds, is the younger
brother of Dena Head. His sister,
who now plays in Hungary, was
an All-American at Tennessee
when the Volunteers won two
NCAA titles.
Head had signed with Iowa, but
two days before registration the
Hawkeyes told him he hadn't
been accepted. It turned out to be
a mistake at the NCAA Clearinghouse, which rules on freshman eligibility. Iowa's loss was
EMU's gain.
"James has really developed,"
Braun said. "He hit the weights Ervln 'Magic' Johnson Is guarded by George Lynch In practice at the
last summer and went from 210 Lakers facility in California. Johnson Is returning to the game after a
pounds to 225. He's a nice post
player, now."
The fact that EMU didn't crack
the Top 25 until this week is no
knock on the quality of Braun's
program. Last season, Braun
took a team that Included eight
players with no college experience and fashioned a 20-10 record.
"This group is still relatively
young," Braun said. "We have
two seniors, one junior, and the
rest are sophomores and freshmen."
The Eagles have been pressed
at times. They needed two overtimes to defeat Toledo and one
overtime to get past Ball State.
Their only loss was to Texas-El
Paso In a holiday tournament.
Will the national ranking become a distraction?
"Well, It's a test for you,"
Braun said.
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five-year hiatus.

Lakers get another chance with Magic
John Nadel
The Associated Press

INGLEW0OD, Calif. - Magic
Johnson returned to the NBA today from an off-and-on retirement. He entered after learning
in 1991 that he had the AIDS
virus.
Johnson signed a contract for
the remainder of the season and
will return to the Los Angeles
Lakers on Tuesday night when
they play the Golden ?tate Warriors at the Forum.
"It's now or never," Johnson
said after practice today. "I'm 36.
If this is the last hurrah, so be it;
if it's next year, we'll see.
"I can still do some of the
things I'm used to doing," he
said.
Johnson, who has been practicing with the team for two weeks,
won't be playing point guard the position he played when he

\+
+jS

led the Lakers to five NBA
championships in the 1980s. Instead, he'll be in the lineup as a
forward, and much of the offense
will probably.run through him.
"After I practiced with the
Lakers, I realized I could still do
some things that will help this
team. They dont have to fit Inwith me; I have to fit In with
them."
Johnson will be playing in his
first NBA game other than exhibitions. Johnson hasn't played
basketball since June 12, 1991.
He retired five months later, just
prior to the 1991-92 season, after
testing positive for the virus that
causes AIDS.
Johnson said he was "not worried" about experiencing the
kind of negative reaction that
some players expressed about
competing with someone who is
HIV positive during an abortive
comeback in the 1992-93 presea-

We Care About
The Water
You Drink™
Try
WATERMILL
EXPRESS®

son.
He said NBA commissioner
David Stern "has done a wonderful job of educating the players."
Johnson said he has competed
in enough exhibition games to allay those fears.
"If you play against players all
summer, there's no difference
with playing against them in a
game," he said.
Johnson's agent, Lon Rosen,
said the Lakers great signed a
contract just before practice at
Loyola Marymount University
and sold his Interest in the
Lakers.
"He will be playing tomorrow
night; No. 32 will be back," Rosen
said.
There have been several aborted Johnson comebacks since his
original retirement and several
other speculative comebacks.
Johnson continually changed his
mind and finally, last summer,
said he would never return.
For Johnson, however, the
word "never" has never been a

definite thing.
"We're happy to welcome Earvin back," Stem said. "Even
after his retirement from the
NBA, he continued to bring Joy to
millions of fans from around the
world through his global travels.
We're pleased that he has decided to once again showcase to
NBA fans his talent and unique
enthusiasm for the game."
Rosen said Johnson will decide,
following this season, what he
wants to do thereafter. Johnson
will be 37 by the time the 1996-97
season starts.
"He'll continue In all his businesses," Rosen said. "His touring
team will postpone its tour."
Lakers coach Del Harris expressed excitement about Johnson's move.
"It's an exciting day, obviously, for everybody," Harris
said. "There's no doubt the
players are looking forward to
playing with him on a real basis.'
Sec MAGIC, page toelve.

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

Located At:

989 S. Main
(Next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Green
or

1058 N. Main
(in front of
T.C.B.Y.)
Bowling Green

(fcarfloplefi
NIGHTCLUB

Featuring BG's Best Prices
No Cover Charge 21 & Over All Night Every Night
Monday Motown Monday... Dance
to the oldies
Tuesday ???
Wednesday Beach Bash... Jimmy Buffet,
Beach Boys & More.
Ladies Night
Thursday

Friday
Saturday

Dance 1 Live DJ...

Dance I Hits from the
Dance J 80 's to present

AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES
353-7511

° Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
"Tested By The State
° NAMA Approved
' Just 25c a Gallon
° Serviced Sanitized Daily
° Unique 8-Stage R.O. Purification Process
° Self-Serve: You Fill Your Own Clean Bottle
° Open 24 Hours a Day

Don't just sit
there! Stop in
today for a complete
apartment listing.
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• 841 Eighth St.
1733 Manville
■ 755 Manville
i 777 Manville

Call Now!

352-9302

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

• 313 N. Main Si.
•615 Second St.
• Rocklcdgc Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

113 Railroad St.
Open Mon. thru Fri.
8:00 a.m. ~ 5:00 p.m.
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SWIMMERS
Continued from page nine.

the last home meet for the

seniors, and they will be recognized that day.
The Falcons will welcome a

talented Ball State club. Both of en's team Is undefeated. The Ball
the Ball State teams have good State women's team Is anchored
team depth. The Ball State wom- by one of the top five SO and 100

meter freestyle swimmers in the
nation, Joy Gallagher.
With the win over Xavier the

men improve their record to 1-errand the women improve their record to 3-5.

tion of getting the money to do
something with them."
Opponents might hold a demonstration of their own Thursday
night
"I guess you could say that

ponent of the tax, said Voinovich
should stay out of the campaign.
"The governor of the state of
Ohio has the nerve of a burglar,
coming down here to tell us we
have to tax ourselves," Luken

said.
Bengals president Mike Brown
has threatened to move his team
unless he gets a football-only
stadium. Reds owner Marge.
Schott also wants a new stadium.

SALES TAX
doing it $5 or $10 at a time, like
we are, than Just cashing a check
from one of the big boys," said
dais within the next two weeks.
Opponents expect to be heavily Tim Mara, a lawyer leading the
anti-tax campaign. "We have
outspent.
"It's a lot tougher when you're plenty of ideas. Now it's a ques-

Continued from page nine.

while the game may have already
begun, now is when it really
starts getting Interesting," Mara
said.
Former city Councilman Thomas Luken, another leading op-

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
-COMMUNtTY SERVICE™
Com* the Into the Streets tint —iting of
the MUM and team how to halp your
community whit, having funl If you want to
gat Involved, |oin ua Tuaaday at 9:00pm In
tha Tall Room, 3rd Floor union. Refreshments will be provided. Ouaatlona? Caa
Erin at 353-0508 or Stava at 384-5054.
AMA"'AMA"*AMA
Join the American Marketing Association
Todayl Sign up between Wad. Jan. 24 and
Fri, Fab. 2 from 9:30am to 1230pm
outside of tha AMA showcase m tha BA BMg,
Donl miss out on the opportunity
of a liletime!
AMA—AMA—AMA
ARE YOU HAVING A DIFFICULT TIME RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? II me answer is yes. men you
need to attend the -Creative Ways to Recruit
New Members' workshop that wil be presented
on Wed . Fab. 7.1996 at 7 00 PM in the Alumni
Room ol the University Union. For reservations, please contact the Office of Student Lite
at 372-2843
BGSU students needing internships, pracscums. or volunteer placement lor Spring or
Summer 1906. am invited to meet community
services program personnel onWednesdey.
January 31 st, anytime between •:00pm and
7:00pm it United Christian Fellowship
Center, comer Pike a Thuretln Streets Call
382-7834.
BOOST

RESUME

CREDENTIALS S BECOME
INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY
Volunteer II No training necessary.
Join hundreds of former BGSU students in expenenang meaningful volunteer placements.
Soup A other edibles will be served, while you
learn more about volunteering to tutor and act
aa a mentor to children, teach ESL (English as
a Secondary Language) adults reading and
writing, or work with mentally and physically
handicapped adults See you on Wednesday,
January 31, anytime between 6:00pm •
p 7:00pm at United Christian Fellowship
Center, corner Pike a Thuretln Streete. Call
352-7534.
COVE/MALLARD COALITION
The largest tract of unlogged primary forest in
the continental US is being cut for corporate
profit and subsidized with your tan dollars This
is your public land under attack Come learn
more on:
Wed. Jan. 31
7:30 OSS Overman
DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study >n France
'Study 6 weeks in Nantes
"Study 3 days in Belgium
'Courses in English
*Hava 31/2 days tor travel/week
'Earn 6 credit hours in Econ. or Bus.
FINANCIAL AID AVAIIAHI f
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
DJ - Training
WBGU-FM is oflenng training B prospective
DJ's interested in acquiring on FCC noncommercial operator's license. Training starts
Wednesday. January 31st at 9 00pm in ill
South Hall. Once a week for live weeks la at
you need to ride the FM airwaves. For more
info coniact WBGU at 372-8657 or Jen at
352-4295. Hope lo see you therel
GET INVOLVED WrUSQI
The purpose ol the Undergraduete Student
Government (USG) la to serve aa the representative voice of all undergraduate students at BGSU. USO IS DEDICATED TO IMPROVING STUDENT LIFE ON CAMPUS
AND presently, this Senate la actively addressing satety laauaa facing our BGSU
community. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CONTACT YOUR USG REPRESENTATIVE with
concerns, Ideas, and suggeellone regarding satety aa well aa any other Issues enacting your environment at BGSU. Make your
voice heard!
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through the
USG SENATE OFFICE (372-6017)
or via email (uag@bgnat.bgau.edu)
For more Info call UAO 8> 2-7164 or USG 9
2-8116.

Gel in to Radio Sales, Promotion. Production
or be a DJM Come to WFAL's Info Nile
Wednesday. Jan. 31 at 9PM in 121 Weal Hal.
Join the S3 Colleqe Station in the U.S.
Criminal Juallce Organlration Mealing
Wednesday, Jan. 31 al 9 00 pm
Room I17BAA
Everyone ia welcome!
Into meeting: Tuaaday, Jan. 30.8:30pm
Room 1001 BAA
For Into, call:
Chuck Roose ® 2-8196 or 354-6169
Dr. Kant @ 2-8080 or 2-2646

A New Year, A Healthy Body!
Free 6-week sessions, beginning the
1 at week of February.
Taught by a nurse 8 health educator for
studente looking tor an eating plan to
promote a healthier body.

Call 372-9388 to register.
BGSU Center for Wei Iness t Prevention

LAWSOCsHTY
First meeting of Spring semester
Wednesday, January 31st
8pm BA 115
Everyone Welcome
LAW SOCIETY
Learn how » further your career opportunities
at Ihe first annual Discovery Day Confreres.
Sal. Feb. 10 from 9am - 1230pm Sign up In
front ol the AMA showcase In the BA Building
horn Wad., Jan. 24 to Fri.. Feb. 2 9:30am i 12:30pm. Additional information wil be provided al this time. Hope to see you at tha confrence.
Omega Phi Alpha
Rush Omega Phi Alpha
National Service Sorority
January 30 8-10pm
103 BA
Be Therel
ROCK YOUR WORLDI
VISIT CLEVELAND'S OWN
ROCK -N- ROLL HALL OF FAME
Sat. Feb. 10th $14
Sign up Jan 29 ■ Feb. 7
In the SAO Office - 330 Union
Call 2 2343 lor more into
Sailing Club Meeting
Thurs.Fab.1108 BA 7:00
Mandatory meeting for members.
New members welcome
Questions Call Jenny @ 2-3001
SENIOR PORTRAITS NOW BEING TAKEN
Call 372-8086 lo schedule your sitting.
Last chance tor May and August Grade.
$6 sirring fee can be
charged through Bursar.
Student Organization of Social Worker*
Please attend the first meeting Tues. Jan. 30 at
8pm in 104 BA. New members welcome! Food
will be served and we have a lot to talk aboull
WOW. wo w. wow. wow.
What's on Wednesday? FREE I
OisabHioea - a panel comprised of people with
disabilities will discuss their experienoee on
campus 8 ways to improve accessibJity Wed.
Jan. 31 O Bpm UNIV. UNION ■ FACULTY
LOUGNE contacet UAO & 2-7164 for more
Into.

RIDES
Need Pads to O.U.
Weekend of 2/2
Call Cindy 352-3383

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy testa. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

■ATTENTION'
The deadline for Outstanding Senior Nomination Forma has been extended. Organization Presidents have until 5pm, February 2nd
to return the torms to Maeti Alumni Canlar.
Alpha Phi
The sisters of Alpha Phi
congratulate Kathy Williams
on her pearling to
Ken Dob son.
Alpha Phi

GET INVOLVED W1USOI
The purpose of the Undergraduate Student
Government (USG) la to serve as the representative voles of all undergraduate students at BGSU. USG IS DEDICATED TO IMPROVING STUDENT LLIFE ON CAMPUS;
AND presently, this Senate Is actively addressing satety Issues facing our BGSU
community. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CONTACT YOUR USG REPRESENTATIVE with
concerns, Ideas, and suggestions regarding sefely ea well aa any other Iseuee effecting your environment at BGSU. Make your
voice heard!
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through the
USG SENATE OFFICE (372-6017)
or via email (usg@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
For more Into call UAO @ 2-7164 or USG @>
2-8116.
GOVT FORECLOSED Homee lor pennies on
(i. Delinquent Tan, Reno's, REO'a. Your area.
Toi Free (1) 800-896-9778 Ext. 2076 tor curtent listings
tNTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: WOMEN'S
BOWLING JANUARY 30. ALL ENTRES DUE
IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE BY 4S0
PM. ON DUE DATE.
KKG'KKG'KKG'KKO'KKG'KKG
Congratulations to the tallowing on their Panhel post tons:
Julia Fenstormaker: Faculty Relations Chair
Jessica McGraJ: Liability Educator Chair
Knsty Sheldon: Scholarship Chair
Tiffany Solos: V P ol Membership Develop
We're very proud of you I
KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG-KKG

Alpha Phi
The sisters of Alpha Phi
would like 10 corigralulak)
Sandy Geringer on her
position on Psnhsl Exec.
Alpha Phi
Alpha PM
The sisters of
ALPHA PHI would like to
congratulate Megan Coltman
on being selected Senator of USG
We Love Youl
Alpha Phi
Are you Interested in volunteering In your
community? Come to Into the Streets' first
meeting ol the semester rhisTueeday 9:00pm
In the Tat) Room, 3rd Floor Union Find out
what you con do to make a differencel Questions? Call Erin at 353-0508 or Steve at
354-5054.
BEER ADVERTISING
neons, mirrors, lighted signs, banners, posters,
inflatabios, 8 more All posters only 81 each
Quality Steins 8 Collectibles
166 S. Main M-Th 330-800
ONE FREE POSTER WITH AD
CAMPUS POLLYEYES ■ 352-9638
Great pizza, subs 6 salads
Dine in. Delivery or pick-up

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over 16 Billion in public and private sector
grants 6 scholarships is now available Al students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495
sit. F55444.

KKG-KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG
Congratulations to He fallowing on their outstanding achievements:
Jennifer Bahaszak: GAMMA facilitator. Orientation Leader
Came Fritsche: GAMMA lacsitator
Jessica McGrail: GAMMA ladlitator
DsidreO'Shea: GAMMA facilitate. Orientation
Leader
Jessica Shankle: Order of Omega. Top 5 finalist tor FBI Honors Internship
We'r very proud of youl

KKG'KKO'KKO'KKO'KKO'KKO
KKG'KKG'KKG'KKQ'KKO'KKG
Congratulations to Carrie Weyler who has
been selected as the General Manager of the
Fashion Show ol 1996 lor the Fashion Merchandising Association. Your sisters are proud
of youl
KKG-KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKO

KKO'KKG'KKO'KKQ'KKG'KKO
Congratulations Kappa Kappa Gamma
Sister of tha week: Julie Can
Officer of tha week: Jessica Arqueue
Keep up the good work!
KKO'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKG'KKO

DAYTONA 1134/pereon for 7 nights, 8124
for 6 nights. Slay beachfront In the heert of
SPRING BREAK! call 1 -800-866-7423.

RUSH PHI SIG
Voted Best In BG
Tuesday 7:30
Phi Sig House
RUSH PHI SIG

W ood OIterations
BGSU Students

WORK For US

Lyneen Lazorl

Houses Rushing Ian. 29th and 31st
Kappa Kappa Gamma - Sigma Kappa
Alpha Gamma Delta - Phi Mu
Pi Beta Phi - Kappa Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Houses Rushing Ian. 30th and Feb. 1st
Gamma Phi Beta - Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Delta - Delta Gamma
Alpha Chi Omega - Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi
-Party rimes 8 -8:45 & 9 -9:45 p.m.
Any Q's call the Panhel Ofc @ 2 - 2534
or Catherine ®2 - 4594
And Bring A Friend!!

SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
If you are graduating in May or August call Tha
KEY yearbook office at 3728068 now to
schedule your sitting. $6 tee can be charged
through the bursar.

Tossed Salad. Cup of Soup
and breadsDCk only $2.95
Kauflman's at the Lodge
Mon -Fri. 11-2

Sig Kap Sig Kap Sig Kap
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Audra Stanley on receiving her
promise nng from Mike Roman. Congratulations Audrey!!
Sig Kap Sig Kap Sg Kap
SPRING BREAK '96 With only 1 week to
llve-DONT BLOW ITII BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida a
Padra 8109. Bahamaa 8389. Jamalca/Cancun 8399. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSplssh Tours 1.800-426-7710.
Spring Break One Stop Shopping!!!
All destinations, most lour companies.
Tired of searching every bulletin board?
Save Time"! Can Urn 352 8641 today!!!

SPRING BREAK '98 Cancun from $429, Jamaica from $469, Flonda from $109. Guaranteed lowest prices! Organize a group of 15
and go free! Call 800-648-4849 tor more info.
On-campus contact: Jm 352-8641.

Spring Break Panama City Beach Florida from
$99 per person per week. Tiki Beach Bar,
Huge Beachsido hot tub. Free information
1-800-488-8828.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: Groups interested in applying for ACGFA Funding tor the
1996-97 academic year are required to attend
a workshop on Thursday. February t. 1996 in
the Ohio Suite ol the University Union. This
workshop will be offered at 9:00 am. noon,
and 7 00 pm. Please cal the Office of Student
Life to let us know which session you would like
to attend at 372-2843. Also bring your ACGFA
packet to the workshop.

WANTED: 100 STUDENTS! Loss 10-30. «>s.
Next 90 days. New metabolism breakthrough
Guaranteed
Dr
recommended. $35.50
MC/VISA. 24 hr Iree info: 1-600-256-7515.
"ARE YOU INTERESTED IN GETTING INVOLVED? 1995-96 Student Organization Directory Supplements can be picked up m (he
Office of Student Lile, Room 405 Student Services Building while supplies last"
".

WANTED
Female Roommate for May-August. $300 plus'
electric. Close lo campus. Own room. Cal
354 5021 ask for Beth.

Female Subleaser needed ASAP
Non-smoker, own room, very quiet
very low uM. 8 rant Cal 352-5423

continued on p. 12

CA

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., 3bdrm
Townhouses very spacious,
full bsmt, 1-1/2 bath. 9-1/2 or
12 mo. lease starts at $850.

SEAFOOD
Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceiling,
9-1/2 or-12 mo. lease. Starts
at $600.

146 North Main Bowling Green

Management Inc.

Happy 21 si Birthday.

See What You've Been Missing....

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PM KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI

Phi Slg' Alpha Xi' Phi Sig' Alpha Xi
The brothers of PN Sigma Kappa
would like to congraulale
Brother Derek Hyde
on his lavaeering u
ErinCamaioni
Alpha Xi Delta
Phi Sig' Alpha Xi' PN Sig' Alpha Xi

Gat in lo Radio Sales, Promotion, Production
or be a DJII Coma to WFAL'a Info Nile
Wednesday, Jan. 31 al 9PM in 121 West Hal.
Jon the S3 College Station In the U.S.

PERSONALS

iPanfieUenic
Spring "Rush

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI

asm

Anytime!
WE OFFER;
a
a
a
a
a
a
•
a

Fully Paid Training
Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
Work a Few Hours During the School Day
Fun Work Atmosphere
Meet New Friends
Experience for Your Resume
Merit and Longevity Salary Increases
Free Meal Coupons for students Who
Exceed Performance Expectations
a Promotional Opportunities

New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan. 12 mo.
lease starts at $350.

Management Inc.
"WJien fhe praises go up
UV bkjsinjs wall cow doum"
Saturday. Faonjary 3. 1996
3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Huge 1 bdrma, 215 E. Poe
Rd. laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at 330/rno+
elec.

Kobacksv Hall
Tfckats FREE tor BGSU studtnu
S3 00 for Adults
Chftton Undu ton odmltttd FREE
Purchase or pickup tickets.
at Kobackw box offK*.

Davtna Jones
Yacoo MofcOTtnan
Afrtcon Amettam

VCKCSM

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apartment*,
215 E. Poe Rd., Starts at
$225. All utilities included.
Half the Security Deposit
holds it now.

of 0SU

Mark Jons* ft Proapsity Slngsts MHfttos

Commons

Founders
llarshman
McDonald
Dining Centers
Gaily A
Down Under
Snack Bars
Apply at the
Dining Center of
Your Choice!

AK.-47
MMstor of C6f8fTionto$:
Ektor DovW Rt*6fr$

Management Inc.

Lima. Otto

830 Fourth St.The Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year, lbdrm, gas heat.
A/C, starting at $330/mo.

Management Inc.
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The IK i News

Teammates headed to football Hall of Fame
Also turned away were two
finalists, defensive back Mike
Haynes and center Dwight Stephenson, as well as quarterback
Ken Anderson, defensive ends
Carl Eller and Jack Youngblood
and guard Tom Mack.
Gibbs won three Super Bowls
with the Washington Redskins,
each of them with a different
quarterback. The Redskins went
all the way with Joe Theismann
in 1983, Doug Williams in 1988
and Mark Rypien in 1992. Gibbs
retired after that to pursue auto
racing and broadcasting with
NBC sports.
It was as an assistant coach
first with the St. Louis Cardinals
and later with the San Diego
Chargers that Gibbs worked with

Dierdorf and Joiner.
"Dan Dierdorf was one of the
most awesome drive Mockers I
ever saw," Gibbs said. "He was a
bright guy, quick-witted and fun
to go to practice with. Joiner was
one of those guys who'd come in
early and stay late He loved the
game.
"Charlie and Dan helped me
keep my Job. I cherish going into
the Hall of Fame with them because they're two of the guys
who got me in."
Dierdorf grew up in Canton,
Ohio, site of the Hall of Fame,
and remembered watching
groundbreaking ceremonies for
the shrine and going to inductions every year until he left to
go to college at Michigan.

He played 13 seasons for the
Cardinals and now works as a
broadcaster for ABC's Monday
Night Football telecasts.
"I'm more fortunate than the
other Inductees," he said.
"They're entering the Hall of
Fame. I get the added bonus of
coming home where I grew up.
That's as good as it gets."
Dierdorf, in his eighth year of
eligibility, said he was prepared
to be disappointed. "I tried to
steel myself that I was not ever
going to make it," he said. "After
a couple of misses, it pays not to
get your hopes up."
Joiner played 18 seasons for
Houston, Cincinnati and San
Diego, finishing his career with
750 catches for 12,146 yards and

Creekmur was the lone senior
nominee, a category that requires candidates to have completed 60 percent of their career
25 years before this election. He
played tackle and guard from
1950-1959 for the Detroit Lions
"Gibbs was instrumental in and, although ordinarily an
making me into the receiver I offensive lineman, was often
was," he said. "If it wasn't for used on defense in short yardage
Gibbs and (coach) Don Coryell situations. He played 16S straight
putting In the system, I don't games and was a member of
know If Kellen, Fouts or I would three NFL championship teams.

already have, it will make us the
best team in the West."
"I've been excited about it for
Teammate Cedric Cebailos
some time. The team's playing said Johnson wanted to play
well, and now we expect to play Tuesday to "warm himself up for
even better. I'm more happy for Michael Jordan."
Earvin, really, than anything
The Lakers play the Chicago
else."
Bulls on Friday night at the
"He adds so much," Lakers Forum.
guard Sedale Threatt said. "He
"I'm on record, coast-to-coast,
can play five positions. I think as saying I've always been in
teams will have to concentrate on favor of it, and our team is in
him, and with the nucleus we favor of it," Harris had said prior

to the announcement.
Johnson was surrounded by
reporters when he arrived at
practice, working out at center
and forward.
"Yes, I am back, and I'll see
you guys later," he said. "Hey,
I'm back. It's that time. I have to
goto work."
Before his retirement, Johnson
led the Lakers to five NBA
championships in 12 seasons and
won three most valuable player

awards. Often referred to as the
world's tallest point guard, Johnson retired as the NBA career assist leader, a position since
passed by Utah's John Stockton.
In his comeback, Johnson is
expected to spend most of his
time at power forward.
"We had a few guys on the
team who called him and told him
we want him back," the Lakers'
Eddie Jones said. "What he
brings to the team is a winner's

attitude."
Johnson left Michigan State
after his sophomore season in
1979 and joined the Lakers as the
NBA's No. 1 draft choice. Johnson, who led Michigan State to
the NCAA championship in his
final season, helped the Lakers
win the NBA crown as a rookie.
In one of the most spectacular
games in league history, the sixth
and final game of the 1980 NBA
Finals, he played all five posi-

Hal Bock
The Associated Press

TEMPE, Ariz. - Coach Joe
Gibbs and two of his ex-players,
tackle Dan Dierdorf and wide
receiver Charlie Joiner, are
headed for the Pro Football Hall
of Fame.
They were elected Saturday
with oldtime offensive lineman
Lou Creekmur and defensive
back Mel Renf ro.
Among the 10 nominees rejected by the 36-member board
of selectors were four members
of Pittsburgh's four Super Bowl
champions - wide receivers
Lynn Swann and John Stallworth,
center Mike Webster and defensive end L.C. Greenwood. '

65 touchdowns. He played more
seasons as a receiver than any
other player in history. At one
time he was the all-time reception leader but now stands
fifth behind Art Monk, Jerry
Rice, Steve Largent and James
Lofton.

be there"
Renfro spent 14 seasons In the
league as a cornerback and
safety for Dallas. He was picked
for the Pro Bowl in each of his
first 10 seasons and had 52 Interceptions in his career.

Now the receivers coach for
the Buffalo Bills, Joiner will
team up with ex-Chargers Dan
Fouts and Kellen Wlnslow in the
Hall of Fame.

MAGIC
Continued from page ten.

tions and had 42 points, 15 rebounds and seven assists.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, the
NBA's all-time leading scorer,
was unavailable to play that night
in Philadelphia but was not
missed, as Johnson led the team
to a clinching fourth victory in
the best-of-seven series.
Even though he had retired,
Johnson not only played in the
1992 All-Star game but was the
game's star.

Classifieds
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The no; News
Female Subleaser neoded. Clean, quiet. &
non-smoking. Close to campus.

continuedfromp.il

$1750 weokly possible mailing our circulars.
No e«per*nce required. Begin now. For mtocaH 301-306-1207.

353-5074, Kelly.
Female to sublease immed. 2 bdrm. apt. Nonsmoker. Summit Terrace Apl. Very Nice.
t1«2/mo. Call 352 913S Of 41S-639-2488.
Joanne.

Summer Subleaser Needed
Own Room. Hillsdale Apts , lots ol space
brand new. Call Tom @ 372 6696

Gradual* S&jdent or Young Professional to
sublease now until and o' July. 2 bedroom apt.
eiosllem condition Now in Aufl S475/mo.
3S3-5223.
Mala or female sublease/ from now until May.
t22S/mo. Close to campui. Electnc » pnone
only. Vary nice apt Call 353 3212.
Subleasers needed tor 2 bedroom.
1 1'2 bath apt. located on 8th street.
Call 354-0316
SUMMER COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF - GREAT FACILITIESGREAT EXPERIENCE
N.Y. S. CO-ED RESIDENT CAMP
CATSKILL MOUNTAIMS - 2 HOURS NYC
AND ALBANY
ATHLETIC- BASEBALL- BASKETBALL
TENNIS - ROLLER HOCKEY • SWIMMING
WATERSKING - WOOD WORKING - PHOTOGRAPHY
HORSEBACK RIDING - ROPES COURSE
KENNYBROOK
19Southway
Hartadale, NY 10530
(014)003-1037
1-80O-58-CAMP2

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry.
Earn up to W.OOO-W.OOO* per month. Room &
Board! Transportation I MaJe/Femals-. No experience necessary) (206)971-3510 ext
ASS442.
Alaska Student Jobs. Great $$$> Thousands of
jobs available. Male/Female.
Room/Board/Transport often provided. Great
Adventure Gde 919-933 0lB6ext A1073.

HELPWANTED
S Cruise Ships Hiring' Students Needed' %%% *
Free Travel (Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii')
Seasonal/Permanent. No Exper. Necessary.
Grje 919 929 4398 e<t C0173.
250 Counselors & Instructors needed!
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, 8o» 234BG.
Kenilworth. NJ 07033(908) 276 0998

Assisant Manager
Prefer worker with pizza experience.

354-3100.

50 GYMNASTICS POSITIONS
Coaching/Program Directing in prestigious
children's summer camps in NY, PA and New
England. Be available 6/18 8'18 Top faoti
lies Free room, board, travel. Top salaries
Call Arlene: 1 800-443-6428; 516-433 8033.
Choose trom over 30 camps'
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR-SUMMER OF 1996
Yogi Bears JesystoneCamp Reson is looking
tor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct acuvioee tor a busy family camping
resort. We ere located near Sea World in Aurora. Ohio
•Experience preferred, but not necessary Male
or Female Recreation/Education majors encoraged to apply.
-Living ladliMs are available.
-Interviewing will be done at the Resort
Send your resume to:
Jellystone Camp Rosort
c/o Andrea Palay Schwarn
6511 MarscJ »222
Maylield His . OH 44224

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
THIS SUMMER!!!
RESUME BUILDER
EARN $7,000-9.000
POSSIBLE INTERNSHIP
OR COOP
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS ABE
AVAILABLE*
CLEVENDL AND, AKRON
YOUNOSTOWN * TOLEDO.

^™
coupon
Any Large 1 item
Stuffed Crust Pizza

LAST SUMMER OVER 900
COLLEGES UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS RAN THEIR OWN
BUSINESS WITH US GAINING
EXCEPTIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
IN RECRUITING S INTERVIEWING.
MARKETING S SALES.
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT.
EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT,
PROFITABILITY ANAL YSIS AND
MORE'"
TO GET MORE INFORMA TION
ABOUT OUR MANAGEMENT

with mozzareila cheese

LARGE $050

SIZE
ONLY

1-800-543-3792
TASP INTERNATIONAL

'

\tw with coupon I
Additional items $1

k>V
203 N. Man. B.G.
Coupon up. 2/2&96 |

PROGRAM PLEASE CALL

I

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

•d
HE

ASSEMBLE RS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Into 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.OH-62 55

I

Child care needed in our Bowling Green home,
for twins. Non-smoker, dependable person
with references. 1st Aid. CPR Certified Preferred. Call 3520627.
Cleaning person needed for home A office
Dependable, trustwontiy. A someone who
lakes pride in their work. Must be available between 5:30am - 2:00pm. Starting pay
S6 00/hr. Call (419)257-2588.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2,0OOWmonth working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies World travel.
Seasonal A full-time employment available. No
experience necessary For more information
call 1-206-971 3550eit C5S444
Extra Income- Part time evenings. M-F. Call
419-533 6216
Food Operations
Work For Us Anytime'
We offer fully paid training, flexible workhours
and work days, work for a few hours during tie
school day, a fun work atmosphere, a chance
to meet new friends, experience for your resume, merit and longevity salary increases,
free meal coupons for students who exceed
performance expectations, and great promotional opportunities
Apply at Commons. Founders, Harshman.
McDonald. Dining Centers. Galley A DownUnder SnackBars
Apply at the Dining Center of your choice1
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1 800S13-4343EXI.B-9640.
If you are looking to gain experience in Marketing, Management. Sales, or General Business
can OTP at 1-oOO-356-W87. QTP is currently
hiring motivated students to fill positions in
Maumee, Sylvania, Ptrrysburg, and Toledo
Earn $7,000-$ 10.000 while gaining a possible
internship Positions are filled on a first come
first serve basn.
Inside Help. Drivers needed.
(Must have own car) lor part bme work
Flexible hrs.. good pay.
Apply Today at Hungry Howies. 354-3100.
Office Cleaning evenings
12-15 hrs. per week. Own transportation
reouired Call 352 5822

Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000-$i 0,000 per summer. Positions available throughout OH, Ml. IN,
including Cleveland, Columbus, Youngstown,
Cinonnali, and more 600-887-1960
Seasonal employment available as a
Whitewater rat guide m WV. Experience
notrequireed. Must be 19 years old, be
a non-smoder, and have first aid and CPR.
Contact North American River Runners
PO Box 81. Hico WV 2S854
800-950-2585 EOE
Sufficient Grounds Coffee House
In Perrysburg
10 min.fromBG. now hinngcoflee bartenders
Flexible hrs.. all shifts available. Call
419872 2760.
Summer business. Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, tow start up cost, management raining. Earn up to $600 per week. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1-600-361-4074.
Talje the Lead
Become A Campus Tour Guidel
Applications are available in
110 Mcf all Center
Jan 29-Feb.2
If you have any questions call

372-9666.
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positions available even/ month. Bachelor degree required. $18,000-24OOOVyr Accom.. airfare A benefits. Send resume, copy of diploma
A copy ol passport to: Bok Ji Corp. Chun Bang
Bdg , 154-13 Samsung Dong, Kangnam Gu.
Seoul. Korea. TEL: 011-8225555627 FAX:
011-822-552-4329.
The Key Yearbook is looking for reliable photographers. Applicants rcuit nave their own
camera and be able to work flexible hours Call
TOOD or ANN al 372-8066 for more information.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $2545/hr. teaching basic conversational English in Japan. Taiwan, or S Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call: (206) 971-3570
ext J55443.
WANTED. 100 STUDENTS! Lose 10-30 lbs. |
Next 90 days. New metabolism breakthrough
Guaranteed. Dr. recommended. $35 50
MC/VISA 24 hrs. Free info: 1-800-229-7562.

FOR SALE
'86 Plymouth Renanl, Auto. Air, Cruise, Great
Condition. $2200 Call 354 4097.
'95 Gary Fisher Rangnoio */ Trek Shock EL.
Many new parts: includes helmet, shorts, jersey 1 gloves. $500 2 MTX 10" subwoolers.
MTX 10" Bandpass enclosure, t mo. old,
t200 Cal2-1287.
12 x 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water healer, floor insulation,
and back door. Must see interior IO appreciate.
Asking (6500 Only 10 miles Irom BG. Lawndale «&8 (Weslonl, 869-3910.

19S"Gary Fisher ml. bike worth $1200 new. 1
yr. old. $600 or best offer. Cal lor details.
353 2411 Todd.

LOOK!

Acura 88 Integra 5 spd. Air. Stereo, no rust.
Super condition. $3300. Call 352-5784.

704 FIFTH 3T.
CALL 352-3445

Smith Corona Word Processor w 14' monitor
includes spreasheet and database program.
Asking $250, paid $400.
Call 353 0381.

Sony 5 CO Changer Stereo tor Sale! I
Includes receiver, speakers, dubbing system
Excellent condition & great sound quality
$400 or negotiable. Call 353-3410
Spring Break Specials Cancun ft Jamaica!
111% Lowest Price Guarantee! 7 Nights Air ft
Hotel From $4291 Save $100 On FoodrDrinlul
http://www.sprlngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruse! 7 Days
$279! Includes 15 Meals ft 6 Free Panes!
Greai Beaches/Nighilifel Leaves From Ft.
Lauderdalel
http^Mww.sprtngbreaktravel.com
1-800-6766386.
Spring Breakl Panama City! 8 Days Room With
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Best Bars! 7 Nights In
Key West $2591 Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great
Ouch as-Near Disney) $1691 Daylona $1391
h tip. //www. spr ingbreakiravel.com
1 800678-6386.

SIGN 9,12 MO, OR SUMMER LEASE

353 0325 'Carty Rentals
Apartments lor 96-97 school year
Close to campus 9.12.15 month leases

Effic. 1 ft 2 bdrm. apts In houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve
Smith 352-8917. (no calls after 9:00pm).
Furnished. 2 bdrm apl. Utilities not furnished.
Call 669-3036.
Houses. 1 ft 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year. 9 month, and summer leases

Call 352-7454
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354 8800
SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMED1ATLEYII
Female. $192/monfh. Utilities included. Own
Room. 352-2708

FOR RENT

Close to campus: Leasing 96-97
House: 835 Fifth, 3 bdrms. 750/mo plus utjl.
Aug.
Apart: 3191/2 Ridge. 1 bdrm. 300/mo, May
John Frobose 352 9392

s&s

BARBER
SHOP
164 S. Main
We specialize in short
hair styling.
Walk Ins Welcome!
MTRF 8:30-5:30 p.m.
SAT. 8:30-3:00 p.m.
WED. & SUN.-Closed

3527571

POgliQi's
"One Time Only
Special"
Tues. Jan.30thfrom
4-9p.m.

All You Can Eat
Buffet I
$4.99
Includes: Pizza, soup, salad
breadstlcks S We will even
include your beverage!
No other discounts apply / nslde only

•Valid only al Pagliai's
V No Transportation? f

[~ 2 "lb" Cheese Pizza"
I
$6.00
'1 W
x-tra items: $1.50
3/31/BB (Covers Both)

T* HOM€ FtUCON HOCK€V THIS FRIDAY RND Sf-TURDRV VS. LRK€ SUPERIOR
6/9SV ADMISSION.. JUSTSHOUJ YOUR VALID STUDENT ID. FIT TH€ DOOR FOR RDMISSION.

UNIVERSITY UNION
Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple St. 352-9378

TUESLI A¥
ltOMI.-'V4.ltl IMMtV

I'll IAS \ VI ROOM

Tijuana
Tuesday
$5.20 4//

8 oz.
Strip
Steak
$6.95

♦TAX

Haven House Manor
1515E. WoosterSt.
Check us out

TONIGHT

# Best Values on Campus

"V c

Make your own tacos
fajitas, burri'osanc!
chimichangas.

Includes: Salad and
Baked Potato

OI'KIY 4.;i'0-7|mi

OPEip 4:30-7pm

# All Sludenl meal plan cards
jccepied

* All students meal plan cards
accepted

Bootleg Night

ttpBSr^^J
352-9222

Featuring
Grateful Dead
Allman Brothers
Ekoostic Hookah
Neil Young
and more
Sunday: Hospitality Night
Restaurant and Bar
Workers get $1.25 Long
Islands and Margaritas 7 - 9
Upstairs

A motorcycle operator license is more important than you think. The fact is,
unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get \. & >
your license. While an afternoon at the DMV isn't much fun, having\v/
a license is something you can live with. nrnrmiTiii imm riiiim

